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Executive summary

Big Data problems thwart the effectiveness of organized crime investigations.
The practice of attribution - who did what - currently faces heavy weather as law enforcement operations are becoming increasingly complex. One of the reasons for this effectiveness crisis are the multitude of security practices by organized crime in today's Information Age - deception, deletion and encryption to name a few - that thwart all phases of the investigation process. Even when law enforcement are able to retrieve evidence via digital forensics, Big Data problems arise. The variety, velocity, veracity and volume of the collected evidence work as a countermeasure when law enforcement agencies are unable to process data into factual police reports. A frequently proposed solution is the introduction of 'smart' data science technologies to support criminal investigations.

The need for a common data science framework for law enforcement agencies.
Experience has taught us, however, that the transition to - what we call - data scientific investigations is nothing less than a paradigm shift for law enforcement agencies, and cannot be done alone. Legal, organizational and technical harmonization with other public partners requires a common understanding, including shared language, of data scientific operations. This white paper therefore presents guiding principles and best practices for data scientific investigations of organized crime, developed and put into practice by operational experts over several years, while connecting to existing law enforcement and industry standards such as, but not limited to, the Intelligence Cycle and CRISP-DM. The associated framework is called CSAE (pronounced as 'see-say'), an abbreviation of Collect, Store, Analyze and Engage. In this paper, we share CSAE's comprehensive data science approach with a broader academic and practitioner audience, including the details of our public interest philosophy, methodology, business process and associated policy agendas.

CSAE is methodology, business process, policy agenda and public interest philosophy.
Our data science methodology is a simple mixed-methods approach that combines qualitative and quantitative sources from both the criminal and safety and security communities while using a variety of mixing purposes, research designs and strategies. This approach, that we named Quadrant, runs like a thread through all phases of our business process as it creates foresight, hindsight, insight and oversight for both business intelligence and operational purposes, and to both run and change the business of data scientific investigations. Applying this approach to gain, and subsequently formalize, a strategic business and data understanding about a particular crime theme, including appropriate responses, is also the first step to give direction to the business process. The business process itself consists of four phases, more specifically obtaining data in Collect, warehousing information in Store, creating intelligence in Analyze and executing lawful interventions based on facts in Engage. Besides outlining the details of each phase and giving practical examples, we further argue how CSAE can also be used as a model to improve policy-making on international relations, legal and workforce issues. Throughout this paper, we explain our public interest philosophy and highlight the ethical design choices related to - amongst others - explainability, privacy and victim assistance that law enforcement agencies will face when implementing CSAE.

The future of CSAE and data scientific investigations.
It is because of this public interest philosophy that we share our comprehensive data science framework for investigating organized crime. Although CSAE is a proven practice, we acknowledge that the development and integration of data scientific operations in law enforcement agencies is still in its infancy. Because so much needs to be done before data scientific investigations become an established field of study, we hope that CSAE promotes harmonization between law enforcement agencies as well as research on and with law enforcement by academics. CSAE is a living document and will continue to be updated and improved when the academic world, industry and law enforcement provide feedback on concepts and implementation. As CSAE is put into greater practice, additional lessons learned will be integrated into future versions. This will ensure CSAE is meeting the needs of law enforcement in the dynamic and challenging environment of crime and investigations. After all, the effectiveness of criminal investigations affects society as a whole as security is a cornerstone of liberal democracies that are governed by the rule of law.
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1 | Introduction: Adding A New Layer to Investigations

As depicted in Figure 1, criminal investigations can be simplified as an onion that consists of three interrelated layers. The core of this model is the social and behavioral perspective of - what we nowadays call - traditional investigations; while the second layer is the technical perspective of digital investigations that was introduced in the eighties of the last century [1]. Recently, a numerical layer with advanced mathematical/statistical methods and techniques has entered the law enforcement arena [2]. The integration of social and behavioral, technical and numerical approaches leads to a new field of study: data scientific investigations. Because documentation on this novel type of investigations is absent, we present CSAE (pronounced as ‘see-say’): a comprehensive data science framework for investigating organized crime.

From traditional to digital investigations

The goal of criminal investigations is the attribution of suspects of crime - who did what - for prosecution purposes, and law enforcement agencies (LEAs) have a monopoly on this process of bringing suspects to justice. Before our digital era, all criminal investigations were - what we now call - traditional, offline investigations and forensics. The focus of these investigations were mostly on the human factor of crime, thus very much social and behavioral in nature. Investigators used methods and techniques like observations, interrogations and eavesdropping for their truth-seeking process, supported by ‘traditional’ forensic sciences that focus on physical evidence from the offline world such as ballistics, DNA analysis, fingerprint analysis and pathology. When crime was enabled and assisted by, and focused on, information technologies (IT), evidence moved to hardware and online environments. As a result, digital investigations appeared, supported by digital forensics such as computer-, network- and mobile forensics, to recover evidence from data carriers. While being an additional layer to the core of traditional investigative methods and techniques, the introduction of digital investigations and forensics was nothing less than a paradigm shift when looking at the legal, organizational and technical effects on the whole legal justice system. In fact, the merge between traditional and digital investigations has been an ongoing process for many law enforcement departments around the world [3, 4].

The limitations of digital investigations

Today, criminal investigations face an effectiveness crisis [5, 6, 7, 8]. Investigations are too labour and time intensive, while outcomes - i.e., successful attribution, arrest and prosecution - are uncertain. Too many crimes go unsolved and too few suspects are apprehended, and this is a major problem: doing attribution poorly undermines the state’s credibility, its effectiveness, and ultimately its liberty and security [9, p.4]. Yet academics and practitioners predicted the end of the ‘Golden Age of Digital Forensics’ more than a decade ago [10, 11]. They foresaw a situation in which evidence is permanently out of reach to investigators, or - when successfully retrieved - cannot not be properly analyzed because of data management issues. These predictions have come true. The security of organized crime has democratized, and law enforcement agencies have been unable to deal with these practices [12]. In other words, because professional criminals have access to a broad range of legitimate and illegitimate administrative, physical and technical services and products of a protective nature, law enforcement agencies have difficulties to collect the necessary evidence to build cases against suspects of crime. Even when law enforcement agencies are able to retrieve evidence with traditional and digital forensics, these same forensic methods and techniques are not able to process the variety, velocity, veracity and volume of data sets (commonly known as the 4Vs of Big Data) into timely, relevant, accurate and actionable reports. This is understandable: the security controls of professional criminals do not stop when data is collected. Evidence in data sets might be encrypted, come in unknown formats, be hidden as a needle in a digital haystack, or be false because of deception tactics; to name just a few criminal countermeasures [12].
The introduction of data science and comprehensive framework

So besides social and behavioral and technical perspectives, criminal investigations need a new layer that regards evidence as being measurable. In other words, a numerical approach is necessary to deal with the nature and extent of today’s evidence, and require the introduction of new mathematical and statistical methods and techniques that produce statistical sight and probabilistic evidence. Since long, scholars have regarded a shift from digital forensics to intelligent forensics as the way forward to deal with the current effectiveness crisis [13][11,pp.26-27][14, pp.224-225][12]. As depicted in Figure 2, the integration of social and behavioral, technical and numerical perspectives is what we call data scientific investigations. While a numerical approach is an additional layer to traditional and digital investigative methods and techniques, the introduction and integration is - again - nothing less than a paradigm shift for law enforcement agencies, and requires major organizational, technical and legal reforms.

Although scholars rightly argue that attribution in general is a nuanced process and not a simple problem [9, p.7], a framework for data scientific operations is so far missing. We therefore present the CSAE model: a comprehensive data science framework for investigating organized crime that supports law enforcement agencies to become value-driven information technology organizations that serve and protect the interests of liberal democracies. Pivotal in this approach is the CSAE business process that consists of four phases:

1. Collect in which not only evidence from previous operations is obtained, but also new strategic data sets are lawfully acquired;
2. Store in which these multiple data inputs are warehoused, and converted into information;
3. Analyze in which related information points are combined with knowledge, and becomes intelligence; and
4. Engage in which intelligence is refined into facts that are used for lawful actions against crime.

The goal of this white paper is to present the first comprehensive framework on data scientific operations, with an emphasis on criminal investigations of organized crime, based on state-of-art industry standards and our experiences from operations against organized cyber crime. Without applying advanced mathematical methods and techniques, the business process is further applicable to agencies and departments that only conduct traditional and/or digital investigations of organized crime. Besides its operational utility, the framework can also be used for business intelligence (BI) purposes (see Section 3.1). Ultimately, we hope that CSAE not only promotes harmonization between law enforcement agencies to confront today’s crimes more effectively, but also to conduct research with and on law enforcement. Regarding the former type of research, simple Internet search queries - e.g., ‘H2020 tools for law enforcement’ - reveal the many publicly funded projects that promise to make software for law-enforcement agencies. While we have reviewed many proposals and finished products from such public and private consortia, we have never encountered such tools in action in our own or partner agencies. In our opinion, software adoption might be increased when these consortia follow a standardized framework. Lastly, research on law enforcement agencies strengthens liberal democracies. We believe that the debate about the usage, scope and limitations of data science in criminal investigations becomes more specific, thus improves, when scholars use CSAE for critical thinking about the risks of data scientific investigations such as biases, privacy and surveillance [15, pp.33-34].
2 | Background of Study

As most large organizations in today's Information Age, law enforcement agencies face Big Data challenges related to the variety, velocity, veracity and volume of data sets. Yet the underlying reasons differ from e-commerce business, and are unique to the world of organized crime fighting. Data scientific investigations are a reaction to ever-changing crime characteristics. The empirical justification for data scientific investigations are the technical computer security practices of criminals, called deviant security [12]; a game-changer in the cat and mouse game between those who trespass the law and those who enforce the law. This section goes beyond the well-documented 4Vs of Big Data, and describes how deviant security practices negatively affect the quality and quantity of evidence. Yet every modus operandi (MO) comes with all kinds of minor, major and even unavoidable weaknesses. While traditional and digital investigations exploit respectively human and technical weaknesses, this section subsequently explains why data science methods and techniques are the ‘exploit’ that LEAs need to improve the evidential quality of large data sets. This section finishes by arguing that the introduction of data science must go hand in hand with the objective of technical harmonization between law enforcement agencies to gain and maintain the upper-hand in the cat-and-mouse crime game.

2.1 How Organized Crime and Law Enforcement Negatively Affect Evidence

In today's Information Age, organized crime has many countermeasures at their disposal to thwart investigations. Law enforcement agencies are subsequently confronted with large, abstract and fragmented data sets that are riddled with security measures of professional criminals that affect the nature and volume of data. At the same time, most agencies cannot process these data sets into workable evidence. This is not only a legal and technical, but very much an organizational challenge as well. There is no comprehensive approach that inspires law enforcement agencies how to process today's evidence. As a result, law enforcement not only have to overcome the security practices applied by career criminals, but also their own, self created barriers and those of significant others in the safety and security community, that benefit criminals in the protection of crime.

The paper is of a multidisciplinary (i.e., socio-techno-legal) nature, and intends to serve a broad audience of academics, private security researchers and legal practitioners, including the increasing number of law enforcement professionals with a technical and numerical background. Throughout this study, we explain the philosophy behind CSAE, and show how the framework aims at serving the public interest. The business process, methodology, philosophy and policies are not theoretical, top-down invented concepts. On the contrary, the framework has been developed by operational experts over several years, while connecting to existing law enforcement and industry standards (see Appendix B). As a result, the business process is a proven product in practice. Law enforcement officers who implemented CSAE have successfully developed a range of data science models, forensic tools and research methods and techniques. A last remark is that italic characters are an invitation to focus the reader’s attention on CSAE’s key concepts.

Reading guide

While CSAE is applicable to other organized crime themes such as child sexual abuse material (CSAM), counter-terrorism and drugs trafficking, this white paper is build around examples related to investigations of organized cyber crime. The paper has the following structure:

• Section 2 - Background of Study describes how the revolutionized security practices of criminals negatively affect the quality and quantity of today’s evidence. The section further explains why data scientific investigations and technical harmonization between law enforcement agencies are interrelated objectives to gain and maintain the upper-hand in the cat-and-mouse game between criminals and law enforcement;

• Section 3 - Description and Explanation of the CSAE Model presents our business process for data scientific investigations by describing all steps from start to finish in detail, including our data science methodology and practical examples.

• Section 4 - CSAE as a Model for Public Policy demonstrates how the model supports, shapes and structures law enforcement agencies and their policy agendas on international relations (IR), public-private partnerships (PPP), law and human relations (HR).

The paper is of a multidisciplinary (i.e., socio-techno-legal) nature, and intends to serve a broad audience of academics, private security researchers and legal practitioners, including the increasing number of law enforcement professionals with a technical and numerical background. Throughout this study, we explain the philosophy behind CSAE, and show how the framework aims at serving the public interest. The business process, methodology, philosophy and policies are not theoretical, top-down invented concepts. On the contrary, the framework has been developed by operational experts over several years, while connecting to existing law enforcement and industry standards (see Appendix B). As a result, the business process is a proven product in practice. Law enforcement officers who implemented CSAE have successfully developed a range of data science models, forensic tools and research methods and techniques. A last remark is that italic characters are an invitation to focus the reader’s attention on CSAE’s key concepts.
Deviant security negatively affects the quantity and quality of evidence

Police investigations face an effectiveness crisis: operations are too labour and time intensive with poor outcomes [5, 6, 7, 8]. One of the underlying reasons is the democratization of technical computer security, and a vast and highly accessible underground economy that provides professional offenders with the means to increase the protection of the criminal and his/her crimes [12]. Organized criminals have their own deviating version of defense and offense security in depth consisting of layers of administrative, physical and technical controls of a preventive, deterrent, detective, corrective, recovery and compensating nature. In other words, the security of professional criminals does not stop after LEA has breached the first defensive layers of criminal organizations and retrieved the evidence they need by exploiting human and technical weaknesses in MOs. On the contrary, parts of the retrieved data are also riddled with countermeasures that affect the availability, confidentiality and integrity of evidence. While these three concepts are legitimate technical computer security objectives (commonly known as the CIA triad [16, p.2]) and well-accepted among the cyber security community, criminal organizations apply the CIA triad in their own deviant manner with all its consequences for the quantity and quality of today’s evidence.

Availability of evidence is not only limited by countermeasures that promote data volatility - such as secure deletion - or distribution tactics that result in partial data sets. Availability of data is in today’s Big Data era also increased. Not only have information technologies the ability to create and retain evidence for unlimited periods [17], but also do many career criminals generate large amounts of data by centralizing and sticking to the same online/offline locations without interruption, for a considerable amount of time. To conclude, the security goal of availability results in large, but fragmented data sets. Confidentiality leads to unlinkability, more specifically, the anonymity of the criminal and the unobservability of crimes. This security goal is not only achieved by technical countermeasures such as access control or encryption, but also by administrative (i.e., soft, management-oriented) controls like security policies that rely on association deniability, data minimization and external secrecy. As a result, entities - e.g., email accounts, IP addresses, monikers - cannot be interlinked to the criminal and/or his/her crimes. The integrity of data is also harmed. Deception, for example, hides the real and shows the false, and affects the authenticity and non-repudiation of findings. Such disinformation may not only create false leads, but also fake exculpatory evidence, and therefore has a major effect on the efficiency and effectiveness of investigations.

Such deviant countermeasures remain active after data have come into possession of law enforcement. As a result, the volume of data sets increases while the quality decreases. Because deviant security is not only defined and shaped by those who apply security (i.e., the criminals), but also by those who are confronted by it (i.e., the safety and security community), the absence of a solution that deals with these practices benefits the security of criminals. The next paragraph highlights some of the current incapabilities of law enforcement agencies to transform raw data into facts: statements about reality that go beyond reasonable doubt.

Evidence processing: the current state of affairs

Today’s challenge for law enforcement agencies is not only the collection of evidence, but also processing, analyzing and presenting it [9, p.6]. From our experience, most law enforcement agencies have no comprehensive approach for producing high-quality products, including factual police reports, out of multiple large, abstract data sets. As a result, agencies may go after the low-hanging fruit - the individuals that apply little security and whose identity and activities are revealed with a minimum effort - to the advantage of serious and organized criminals whom generally have invested in better security controls and whose crimes will therefore go unpunished [18, pp.97-104]. In reality, virtually all law enforcement agencies only process the circumstantial and factual evidence they need to build a case, i.e., net evidence (with intelligence gathering as a separate business instead of being an integral part of an evidence flow as depicted in Figure 3). Historically, all evidence of traditional investigations was net evidence: investigators put all relevant findings directly in a police report. In today’s Information Age, digital investigations generate high volumes of gross evidence - data sets that contain links to historic, current and future crimes - yet only a relatively small preselected part of the data is processed for prosecution purposes, and as such, becomes net evidence. While there might be legal reasons why agencies do not fully index, and have access to, all gross evidence, the truth is that most agencies miss the organizational and technical means to do so. There is no common understanding of, and consensus about, a common business process, methodology, philosophy, policies and associated language to mine all the collected data. Let alone that they have the technical resources to normalize large raw data sets in unknown formats from other agencies, load those sets in their police systems, conduct advanced analyses on these sets and select suitable targets for investigations.
But there is a real need for law enforcement agencies to develop these data processing capabilities. Suspects of child sexual abuse material, for example, often collect thousands, and sometimes millions, of indecent images. For reasons of efficiency, Dutch case law prescribes that only a few representative images should be put in police reports and added to the case file, and these images become net evidence. Yet the remainder of material, i.e., gross evidence, may contain investigative leads about historic, current and future crimes against the most vulnerable among us. The absence of standardized procedures to process evidence fuels the effectiveness crisis with more unsolved crimes as a result. The current situation pushes towards the creation of a single connected ecosystem dominated by the few public nodes that do have the resources to collect, process and analyze investigative data, often helped by closed-source, proprietary technologies of a small number of private security companies [22].

In today’s world of safety and security networks that evolve around information capitalism [23], we have experienced how this situation specifically affects less equipped agencies that share their evidence with third parties but are not able to process any received data sets with links to criminals and crimes in their own jurisdiction. Scarce resources are wasted because of duplicate efforts and/or expensive commercial products to mine evidential data sets, and even lead to situations in which agencies are technically unable to process their hard-earned evidence for investigative purposes.

Figure 3: CSAE builds upon the common understanding within the intelligence community about the relationship between data, information and intelligence (commonly known as the DIKI continuum [19, p.1-2][20, p.16][21, pp.70-74]), while connecting to the world of criminal investigations with its own unique legal principles, organizational structures and current big data challenges. This means that the CSAE phases follow the transformation of evidence: from data in Collect, information in Store, intelligence in Analyze to the last and additional step of facts in the Engage phase.
2.2 The Need for Data Science and Harmonization

While there is consensus among academics and legal practitioners that data scientific investigations are needed to process today’s nature and volume of evidence, the transition from digital to data scientific investigations might for many law enforcement agencies be a bridge too far. For a start, a common business process for data scientific investigations is so far missing. As a result, efforts of law enforcement might go in vain, and lead to vendor lock-ins on core data science technologies. To prevent this from happening, law enforcement agencies must take mutual collaboration to a next level and strive for technical harmonization to develop core data science technologies. To do so, there needs to be a common language and understanding about, and a clear business process for, data scientific investigations.

The need for data scientific investigations

When evidence is collected, raw data have to be processed, evaluated and aggregated into information, intelligence and ultimately factual police reports about who did what beyond a reasonable doubt. In each step, the quantity should decrease while the quality should increase until net evidence - i.e., court admissible evidence - remains. Moreover, the gross evidence residue - i.e., data, information and intelligence from an investigation that is not used in court proceedings - is still highly valuable for law enforcement agencies. This kind of evidence contains many important leads about past, current and future crimes. A lack of standardization in investigations, combined with incomplete or conflicting processes and inefficient use of resources, results in overlooking or missing crucial evidence that was present in the already existing data sets, i.e., unknown knowns. If the gross evidence set is used more effectively, i.e., if a normalized set of parameters existed, then early indicators could be identified to initiate a new or aid a current, investigation at a much earlier stage.

Since long, academics and practitioners alike have acknowledged that digital forensics and associated workflows - like [26,27,28] - are not sufficient to scale the process and analyses of these exponentially growing and highly abstract data sets and produce timely, accurate, relevant, and actionable outcomes, or any results at all [10,11,13]. Intelligent forensics that rely on advanced analytics - e.g., artificial intelligence, natural language processing and social network analysis - have been proposed as the way forward [13][11, pp.26-27][14, pp.224-225][29]. What these ‘big data’ technologies bring to the investigative table is a so far missing numerical valuation of evidence. Adding mathematics, including advanced statistics, to the existing layers of traditional and digital investigations results in data scientific investigations. With data science, law enforcement agencies will be better equipped to deal with the ever-changing organized crime characteristics in today’s Information Age, including the increased security of professional criminals. Data science allows law enforcement agencies to formulate data-informed strategic priorities as they instantly know what the broad topics are of e.g., victim complaints on any given time. Agencies will further learn what organized crime hotspots they need to pro-actively acquire a data position, discover previously undefined entities related to child sexual abuse, make probability statements whether the identified author of text B is also the so far anonymous author of text A, or predict what the impact will be on the larger criminal network when a money launderer is arrested. As a result, data science will lead to better allocation of police resources, operational efficiency and professional judgement, while creating opportunities to improve accountability of organizations, occupational health of staff and decrease physical intrusion of suspects and victims.

But we have experienced how law enforcement agencies around the world have difficulties in understanding how to legally, organizationally and technically achieve the transition to data scientific investigations. Although existing frameworks range from architecture to intelligence (see Table 1) [30], a common business process for offensive legal interventions in general is missing, let alone one for data scientific investigations. While the broader cyber security community has been working on the 4Vs of Big Data, associated models are inspirational, yet have several limitations for law enforcement agencies.

A numerical approach in criminal investigations?

As depicted in Figure 2, traditional statistics within law enforcement are generally a cross-over between a social and behavioral and numerical understanding of crime. Statistics have been used for both decision-making - e.g., policy-making and intelligence-led policing - and criminal investigations, especially the interpretation of forensic evidence such as DNA analysis. So besides traditional methods of arguments and scenarios, investigators have indeed also been using probabilities with a statistical foundation as a normative framework for evidential reasoning [24]. Figure 2 further depicts an overlap between technical and numerical perspectives in law enforcement. This cross-over generally refers to situations where unsupervised machine learning (ML) algorithms and automated/autonomous decision-making (ADM) are applied, thus without the intervention - e.g., manual checks - of human beings (in other words, without influence of the social and behavioral perspective). Yet the usability of this technical-numerical cross-over for investigative purposes is questionable. Results of unsupervised learning never stand on their own, and always need to be explained by social and behavioral experts, while automated decision-making by artificial intelligence (AI) raises serious ethical concerns, and is therefore deemed undesirable in the Netherlands [25].
When taking a closer look at the models that are most adjacent to offense (i.e., cyber threat intelligence models) we learn that these models are generally developed for the private security industry, and therefore differ on desired outputs (i.e., mission objectives) compared to public law enforcement agencies. More specifically, most cyber threat intelligence models are not offensive in nature while investigations by law enforcement agencies are per definition offensive in nature. Investigative powers exploit weaknesses in modi operandi and harm important assets related to the criminal and his/her crimes [12]. Ultimately, these vulnerabilities should be exploited with traditional, digital and numerical investigative methods and techniques to confront crime in both an efficient and effective manner. But because a public interest philosophy and conceptual framework for data scientific investigations by agencies with offensive capabilities are absent, law enforcement agencies risk that private security vendors exploit this knowledge gap and offer all-in-one solutions to LEAs that do not necessarily serve the public interest, nor deliver what they promise, while promoting vendor lock-ins on core technologies.

## Continuum of Cyber Security Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Passive defense</th>
<th>Active defense</th>
<th>Intelligence</th>
<th>Offense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>The planning, establishing, and upkeep of systems with security in mind</td>
<td>Systems added to the architecture to provide reliable defense or insight against threats without consistent human interaction</td>
<td>The process of analysts monitoring for, responding to, and learning from adversaries internal to the network</td>
<td>Collecting data, exploiting it into information, and producing intelligence</td>
<td>Offensive legal countermeasures by law enforcement agencies, and lawful self-defense actions against an adversary by others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated models</td>
<td>National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) 800 Series; Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture; Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)</td>
<td>Defense in Depth; National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) 800 Series; NIST Cybersecurity Framework</td>
<td>The Active Cyber Defense Cycle; Network Security Monitoring</td>
<td>The Intelligence Cycle; the Cyber Kill Chain; the Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis; CSAE</td>
<td>CSAE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Harmonization between law enforcement agencies.

To prevent vendor lock-ins, and associated problems of over spending, high switching costs and loss of innovation, law enforcement agencies should take mutual collaboration to a next level. As depicted in Figure 4, many legal and organizational problems between agencies are already addressed by harmonizing policy agendas, laws, operations and organizations. This development occurs to the extent that different public and private agencies nowadays come together at a single physical location - and increasingly online environments as well - to investigate crime, share and analyze evidence, and/or execute a joint operation: in other words, organizational integration. However, the ultimate of national and international collaboration is technical harmonization between law enforcement agencies of liberal democracies governed by the rule of law [12]. Technical harmonization is about shared ethics and resources, and establishing technically uniform norms, criteria, methods and principles to process evidence by law enforcement agencies.

Table 1: According to industry expert Robert M. Lee, there are five categories of actions that contribute to cyber security [30]. Each category has its own recommended industry models and standards except Offense on which governments largely have a monopoly. We therefore add the following wordings in italic to Lee’s continuum: ‘Offensive legal countermeasures by law enforcement agencies’ and ‘lawful self-defense actions against an adversary by others’. In doing so, we stress that victims and other plaintiffs can take lawful self-defense actions as well such as, but not limited to, notice-and-takedowns of malicious servers, placing decoy data on corporate networks to confuse intruders who want to steal valuable information [31], or starting civil lawsuits against criminal defendants [32,33,34]. We further regard CSAE as an associated model for the categories Intelligence and Offense.
So while there is consensus among academics and industry experts that there is a need for standardization in technical processes, terminology and ontologies [14][35, pp.91-92][36, p.52][37], the term harmonization is purposely used in this white paper. Standardization as a starting point might well be too rigid for public agencies. Legal oversight bodies, like legislators and the judiciary, need to be able to oversee and regulate technologies, including algorithms, as they see fit. Harmonization between law enforcement agencies implies alignment, fine-tuning and collaboration while respecting diversity. The term further relates to a degree of agility and flexibility which is needed for agencies in a dynamic world with rapidly changing technologies and (geo)politics. Harmonization may also lead to more rigid standardization but only when legal practitioners, including legislators and the judiciary, decide that this is needed. Moreover, law enforcement agencies not only need models that promote technical harmonization, but also legal and organizational harmonization.

In other words, the goal of harmonization must be incorporated in legal, organizational and technical policy agendas, and the CSAE business model supports, structures and aligns to this new policy objective. A practical implementation of this approach is that law enforcement agencies should initiate consortia that help them to develop their own data schemes, software and analytical models as much as possible, and subsequently share these technologies with like-minded public partners with fewer resources. This decentralized approach not only opens an opportunity to reduce evidential problems, but also to close the digital divide between law enforcement agencies as investigative resources are more equally and fairly distributed among public key players in the safety and security community. Like other work on (cyber) security models that try to achieve technical harmonization and standardization within the larger community [38, p.49], this paper is also an open invitation for academics and industry experts to strengthen and further develop the model. Lastly, we stress that harmonization between law enforcement agencies is not about binding rules or obligations to mandatory share any collected evidence with third parties.

We foresee that a data science approach will lead to significant changes in how law enforcement agencies collect data, store information, analyze intelligence and engage in lawful acts. Public debates about the reinforcement of oversight and strengthening transparency, explainability and judicial review for evidence collection, exchange and usage between key players within the security community are not new, but may include the underlying technologies, algorithms and methodological choices in the future as well [39]. To achieve the goal of technical harmonization between LEAs, and to structure future debates on data scientific investigations, a common understanding of related processes and language is needed [35, pp.91-92][36, p.52].
3 | Description and Explanation of the CSAE Model

While Figure 2 and Section 2.2 describe the three main disciplines and roles in data scientific investigations, this section starts with describing the data science methodology that is applied in all phases of the CSAE business process. After methodology, the importance of gaining and formalizing a strategic business and data understanding is explained. Finally, this section then describes the specifics of the CSAE business process. More specifically, the implementation details are given how to transform evidence - i.e., visualized as cycle in Figure 5 - from data, information, intelligence, to factual police reports, in respectively the Collect, Store, Analyze and Engage phases.

3.1 Internalize Data Science Methodology

From a CSAE point of view, criminal investigations and academic research bear several similarities. Both are truth-seeking processes to make transparent factual statements. Furthermore, both law enforcement officers and academics create sight - foresight, hindsight, insight and oversight - by de-cribing and explaining crime. A deep, sound understanding about reality is only possible with a robust methodology, more specifically, understanding participants and data, qualitative and quantitative methods and techniques, and research findings. So what is CSAE’s data science methodology? While views on what data science encompasses sometimes differ among academics and practitioners, there is generally consensus that the field is of a multidisciplinary nature, and includes mathematics, computer science and engineering, and behavioral and social sciences. Our methodological model - called Quadrant, see Table 2 - brings these various numerical, social and behavioral and technical disciplines together.

It stresses the need for a mixed methods approach, using a variety of participants and data sources from the criminal and safety and security community, to produce valid, reliable and credible outcomes. Quadrant serves two interrelated purposes. Firstly, the methodology creates strategic, tactical and operational sight on crime themes, appropriate reactions to these phenomena (such as, but not limited to, criminal investigations), and how the broader cat-and-mouse game between criminals and law enforcement evolves. Secondly, the methodology creates business intelligence (BI): strategic, tactical and operational sight which is needed to optimize each phase of the CSAE business process accordingly.

Running example: profit driven cyber attacks on financial institutions

This section describes the CSAE business process using a running example. The hypothetical case is based on the profit driven advanced persistent threats (APTs) of organized cyber criminals, and used for illustrative purposes only. In the case, actors have been launching campaigns against financial institution targets in Asia, Europe and the United States for several years. They send phishing emails to bank employees, install malware to control the network, and transfer money via various means such as SWIFT and personal bank accounts. The private security industry has tried to monitor and mitigate the attacks, but so far, the larger cyber security community lags behind events. Using elements from the running example, the next sections illustrate how CSAE supports data scientific investigations against these kind of organized cyber attacks.
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Other participants are those whose assistance is sought by the cyber security community such as victims, witnesses, netizens and general Internet users: they too are confronted by organized cyber crime [41, pp.88-89]. Each of these participant groups create their own large data sets - think of cyber threat intelligence, police reports, network traffic and victim complaints - that can be used by LEA in a quantitative manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quadrant</th>
<th>Qualitative methods and techniques</th>
<th>Quantitative methods and techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants and data sources from the organized crime community</td>
<td>Interrogations of suspects; debriefings of convicts; conversations with criminal informants; review of criminal writings; observations of online criminal platforms; listening to intercepted conversations.</td>
<td>Topic modeling on written texts; predictive modeling; social network analyses on communications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants and data sources from the safety and security community</td>
<td>Round table discussions with investigators; interviews with industry experts; reviews by analysts; small questionnaires; literature studies.</td>
<td>Large surveys among industry experts; topic modeling on victim complaints; automated IoC extraction; user statistics of (forensic) software.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants and data sets: criminal and safety and security communities

Key players of investigations should be regarded as participants who are either from the organized crime community or the larger safety and security community. To gain sight, LEA must be embedded in both networks. The former group consists of active and non-active offenders, more specifically high-risk individuals, criminals, suspects, convicts, and former convicts, in other words, individuals who have first-hand experience with, and participated in, an organized crime community. These communities are not homogenous. Within organized cyber crime there are, for example, Portuguese (i.e., Brazilian), Chinese, English, Farsi and Russian-language communities with their own subcultural characteristics. Each of these participant groups create their own large data sets. These data sets consist of financial, social and technical communications, such as money laundering databases, chat groups, and/or NetFlow traffic.

The second group of participants that has experiential relevance are those who are confronted by organized crime and are part of the larger safety and security community: academics, analysts, attorneys, diplomats, investigators, judges, legislators, municipal officials, policy-makers, private security researchers, public prosecutors and (victim) witnesses. Such stakeholders all have a role in fighting organized crime. Investigations should support, learn from and be an addition for stakeholders. In cyber security, participants may work within computer emergency response teams (CERTs), corporate security of large private enterprises, cyber hotlines, dedicated cyber crime investigation units of national law enforcement agencies, internet service providers (ISPs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and universities [40].

Mixed methods approach: qualitative and quantitative methods and techniques

How should sight be extracted from participants and associated data sets? Via a mixed methods approach: a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods and techniques that produce valid, reliable and credible sights. Firstly, there is qualitative research. Especially investigators and analysts are familiar with associated methods and techniques such as interviews, observation, small surveys with open questions and literature review. Qualitative research is conducted when a problem needs exploration, when theory is absent, and when a complex, detailed understanding of an issue is necessary [42, pp.39- 40]. Because the researcher is the instrument in qualitative research, credibility is of utmost importance and concerns the knowledge and experience of the researcher related to participants, methods and techniques, interpretation of results, and the field of study in general.

Evidence about the world based on observation and experience can also be expressed in a numerical fashion. Associated methods and techniques are of a quantitative nature, and include traditional statistics such as frequency counts, simple/multiple regression analyses and correlation tests, but also supervised and unsupervised artificial intelligence.
These analyses can be conducted by statisticians and mathematicians. Generally, quantitative researchers use tools, and therefore validity and reliability are key terms. In other words, methods and techniques and associated instruments should measure what they are supposed to measure and produce identical outcomes when the same data sets are used.

These different qualitative and quantitative research practices may stand on their own. We can conduct statistical analysis over previously seized cryptomarkets, distribute questionnaires among netizens, interview private security researchers, interrogate suspects and observe the dark web to strengthen our knowledge about other online markets. Yet the strength of Quadrant is to combine qualitative and quantitative approaches by using a variety of mixed-methods purposes, research designs and mixing strategies [43,44]. As explained in the next section, the multidisciplinary research findings of Quadrant allows law enforcement agencies to make strategic, tactical and operational decisions about what is needed in Collect, Store, Analyze and Engage, and examples how to apply Quadrant in practice are given throughout this white paper.

3.2 Gain and Formalize Strategic Business and Data Understanding

Because investigating organized crime is complex and requires long-term dedication and resources, law enforcement agencies must first gain a strategic business and data understanding about a particular organized crime theme, including appropriate responses. In other words, agencies must identify and prioritize criminal threats and associated investigative objectives, and formalize these findings in an official program.

**Gain strategic business and data understanding**

Before any data sources are collected, LEAs have to gain a general business understanding on a strategic level. In other words, a strategic business and data understanding refers to a sound and deep understanding of a particular organized crime theme, including how that phenomenon manifests itself in associated data sets. With this in mind, law enforcement agencies should first explore the nature and extent of an organized crime theme on a macro level. Gaining a strategic business and data understanding is a constant process that generates high-abstract statements about the who and what of a particular crime theme, respectively organized crime communities and their activities. In the selected case, a distinction can be made whether IT is the focus of criminals or merely enables or assists criminals in their activities. Associated underground economies are not homogenous, global and universal market places, but differ in offered products/services, members, size, language and very much in culture. Motivations might differ as well: crime can be driven by financial, sexual, thrill-seeking or political motives. Cyber crime ranges from being very low-tech to very high-tech in nature: from simple to advanced methods and techniques for commission and protection, from local to global threats, from small handwork projects to large-scale processes, from opportunistic to targeted attacks, from loosely to closely organized, and from small to big impacts. The conclusion might be the following: profit-driven APTs are generally computer-focused crimes, executed by predominantly Russian-language organized groups that have the capabilities and resources to launch global, scalable and targeted attacks against high-value victims. Not surprisingly, each crime theme generates its own unique evidence and is therefore represented differently in data. Based on - amongst other things - the available resources, needs and objectives of stakeholders and organizational vision/mission statements, decisions have to be made how to engage against criminal communities and their activities, or in other words, what the organization’s focus will be on a particular crime theme.

Formalize findings in a strategic roadmap. Based on the strategic business and data understanding about organized crime, law enforcement agencies draw a strategic roadmap that formulates a vision, mission and strategy what to achieve, how and with who. In other words, the roadmap provides overall direction to investigation divisions with attainable goals, initiatives and criteria.
for guidance such as indicators of progress and time-bounds. In the selected case, the focus is on profit-driven Russian-language organized crime groups that are largely autonomous in commission and protection and target high-value victims, and a few crime-as-a-service providers that support these groups. The responses are, for example, long-term reactive public-private investigations against the autonomous groups with an emphasis on damage mitigation and victim assistance, and mid-term proactive public-private investigations of malafide security providers with an emphasis on disruption [12]. Besides Quadrant, the phases of harmonization (see Figure 4) will help to make decisions about strategic partnerships to achieve the goal of technical harmonization. APTs require substantial support of the private security industry, while malafide providers generally require support of international law enforcement partners. The roadmap must further allocate resources to implement the plans. Because the CSAE business process is the practical implementation of this roadmap, resources need to be allocated to the management of working with CSAE (‘run the business’, i.e., process management) and working on CSAE (‘change the business’, i.e., social and technical innovations that require project management) which is further explained in Section 4.2.

### 3.3 Obtain Data in Collect Phase

The next step is to implement the roadmap which starts with the first phase of CSAE: the collection of raw and uninterpreted observations and measurements, i.e., data [20, p.16]. Legislators acknowledge that starting with evidence gathering from scratch after an incident without any possibility to crossmatch found entities with previously collected data sets is very hard, and in some occasions, even impossible because of the security practices of organized crime. Therefore, LEA are generally allowed by law to store evidence of previous operations for future purposes, i.e., evidence retention. As a result, what you collected in the past, very much determines the success of future operations. The Collect phase is about promoting a process in which agencies structurally and systematically think about what data sets are needed as input to achieve their desired goals in the Engage phase. Lastly, we stress the targeted nature of Collect. In other words, quality of data sets is far more important than quantity. In practice, this means that LEA may focus on data in motion and at rest that are exclusive to the criminal community. Generally, many online hotspots where demand and supply of criminal products and services meet in the underground economy are off the beaten track to law-abiding citizens, and therefore contain no to few non-criminal members [12].

---

**Quadrant for strategic business understanding**

Quadrant helps law enforcement agencies to gain a strategic business and data understanding, and thus promotes strategic decision-making on what threats and objectives the organization should focus on. Exploratory designs are suitable for LEA agencies that do not yet have a thorough business and data understanding. In a typical research process, these designs start with qualitative methods and techniques that are followed by more traditional quantitative methods and techniques. For example, traditional analysts may first conduct a literature review by reading academic papers and cyber threat intelligence reports about profit-driven APTs. They might try to find answers to the following macro level questions. Which known profit-driven APTs and associated underground economies (e.g., Chinese, English, Russian) pose the largest threat to national security? Which APT MOs - e.g., ransomware, DDoS extortion, CEO-fraud - cause the most damage? Which supportive criminal services/products - e.g., bullet-proof hosting, malware crypting, online money laundering - are vital to the value chain of these attacks? Based on these qualitative findings, traditional statisticians may quantify the number of historical victims complaints and/or investigations related to these threats. LEA agencies that are able to conduct data-driven research (as compared to theory-driven research and relying on intuition of law enforcement officers) may have a different starting point. They may begin with unsupervised quantitative approaches, thus using numerical data and advanced mathematical methods, that are followed by qualitative approaches. These agencies apply, for example topic modeling on selected criminal conversations associated to these or similar threats. This form of unsupervised statistical machine learning identifies so far undiscovered patterns: in this case, the major themes that these career criminals discuss in conversations. Because quantitative results are descriptive and can be quite abstract, the next step is to let strategic and data analysts interpret the discovered topics via e.g., round table discussions. Lastly, strategic business and data understanding must include the views, needs and objectives of other stakeholders. After all, investigations are merely one of the instruments in the toolbox against organized crime.
Identify, prioritize and locate strategic data sources

After gaining a business and data understanding of - amongst others - different actor communities (who) and associated threats (what), the next step is to identify, prioritize and locate associated strategic data sources. We label the data sources as being of a strategic nature when these sets help law enforcement agencies to achieve their long-term and overall objectives. Strategic data sets are not in the possession of law enforcement agencies yet, and are a vital addition to existing operational data sets of past investigations that have already been processed in Store. Organized cyber criminals are highly depending on a range of legitimate and il- legitimate services and products, and tend to centralize, for a considerable time, on the same online location [12]. Some of these hotspots are indeed strategic data sources, and fill-in major investigative gaps that occur when law enforcement agencies merely work with operational evidential data sets from incident-driven investigations. LEA should acquire a lawful data position on the strategic hotspots of the larger criminal community’s social, technical, financial and legal infrastructure. The investigative efforts against criminal hotspots like Alphabay, Hansa Market and Silk Road fit within this approach. From a business understanding, US and Dutch agencies understood that in order to achieve their long term objectives - i.e., prosecute major drugs vendors on online English-speaking cryptomarkets - they should first acquire a strategic data position on these marketplaces that offer a secure social, financial and technical infrastructure to professional criminals.

Law enforcement agencies may acquire strategic data sources:

- Nationally within a LEA’s jurisdiction or internationally, i.e., from abroad; collected by either
- Public or private organizations; and with a
- Reactive stance when a strategic data source is already in possession by another organization, or a proactive stance when no party has so far collected the data set.

In the selected case, officers may identify, prioritize and locate the relevant data sets from past investigations by other law enforcement agencies. Chances are that associated strategic data sets on malafide security providers and APT groups - i.e., communications between providers and their clients - have already been collected nationally or internationally. Foreign law enforcement agencies may have, for example, investigated a bulletproof hoster and money launderer that both had a large Russian-language customer base. After all, virtually all profit-driven cyber crimes, including APTs, rely on servers and money laundering. Likewise, a thorough business and data understanding might reveal that most existing data sources of law enforcement agencies are related to suspects of APTs, but not their victims because law enforcement agencies do not have intrusion/detection systems on the networks of potential victims, nor do victims of cyber crime easily file a complaint when a breach is not made public.

Why is my HUMINT report regarded as (numerical) data?

Law enforcement agencies may lawfully collect knowledge from human sources via interpersonal contact, a practice known as human intelligence gathering or HUMINT. During discussions, we frequently noticed that HUMINT officers did not see their reports as data, but as intelligence (see Section 3.5). This argument makes indeed sense from the perspective of the individual author of such a report. He/she knows that certain names in a HUMINT reports refer to locations, and certain numbers to telephone lines. Linking these information points, combined with the author’s knowledge, makes the report indeed an intelligence product. But this standpoint is not correct from a technical and organizational standpoint when the report is not processed in Store. In such a case, the report is considered data as shown in the following example. Imagine that all these HUMINT report are printed out and randomly stored in a physical room (as compared to warehoused in Store). Although officers can manually search these reports, they miss - amongst other things - the metadata about who wrote the report, when and where, and for what purpose, entity linking of locations, telephone numbers and names of natural persons within the text; and links and relationships to previous reports and investigations. It now becomes clear that HUMINT reports are a data set of raw, uninterpreted observations to the vast majority of the organization. Moreover, these unstructured text documents can be processed as numerical data in the Store phase; and as such becomes measurable when advanced mathematical approaches are applied in the Analyze phase. Natural language processing (NLP), for example, is an automatic document classification technique to analyze large amounts of manually written text documents, like HUMINT reports.
In such cases, private feeds with indicators of compromise (IoCs) from specific APT-style attacks on victims might become a much-needed strategic data source (hence reactive public-private investigations against APTs). To conclude, the collection of strategic data sources must be very targeted, and is therefore indeed more about quality than quantity [9, pp.11-12, 32], and diversity of data sources than more of the same [38, p.45].

**Assess resources and risks**

After agencies have identified, prioritized and located the strategic data sources, the next step is to assess what is needed to collect these sources. This requires thinking about the available and required resources, and associated costs and benefits of:

- **Data formats** - Scraping of cryptomarkets may generate HTML files, lawful intercept of chat channels PCAPs and preservation of a money laundering database SQL databases.
- **Tools and techniques** - Besides digital-forensic software to collect data in motion or at rest, hardware is needed to e.g., store strategic data sources like data carriers. Very large data sets of remote third parties require an upload portal, while live interception of evidence on a locus delicti may demand a law enforcement vehicle with the necessary equipment.
- **Expertise** - The execution of investigative powers to collect these sources - e.g., preservation, information requests, undercover - requires hard skills such as digital-forensic and tactical knowledge. Yet gathering existing strategic data sources from other public and private parties inside and outside one’s jurisdiction asks for soft skills such as collaboration, corporate attitude and/or intercultural communication.

Potential risks should be discussed, including any related contingency plans. Will execution of any investigative powers notify a criminal collective or harm ongoing operations of other law enforcement agencies? Will a full but detectable collection of a criminal data set create the risk that an online hotspot returns in a better protected form as compared with a less complete yet undetectable collection method?

Collect and review strategic data sources. The last step in going from a business to a data understanding involves the collection and review of data. This step also constitutes the overlap between the Collect and Store phases as data have to be collected, described, explored, verified, and transformed into information. In practice, this means that from a legal perspective, police reports have to be written about the collection of new evidence or the transfer of existing evidence, including opening criminal cases. Who collected what, when, where, how and why have to be documented and archived (i.e., chain of custody). From a technical perspective, the integrity of evidence has to be ensured. Because the collected data consists of raw and uninterpreted observations and measurements [20, p.16], the next step is to turn raw and uninterpreted data into information. In other words, go from Collect to the Store phase.

**Quadrant in the Collect phase**

The CSAE’s mixed methods approach - i.e., Quadrant - helps LEA to identify, prioritize and locate strategic evidential data sources. In the running example, qualitative methods include manually observing online hotspots of Russian-language criminal communities to gain expertise in deciding what other platforms are important and what not as criminals frequently discuss competing products/services. This method is relatively straightforward, yet other approaches may require a consecutive chain of multiple analyses. A quantitative approach may begin with automatically extracting Internet domains that are mentioned in previously seized storage servers of criminal groups, or laptops and mobile devices of individual suspects. This identification process is followed by statistically weighting (i.e., prioritizing) the identified Internet domains on e.g., frequency, temporal consistency and recency. With the help of proprietary cyber security products, the domains can now be categorized into groups with labels such as Business, Government or News. The result is a categorized list with the most important domains to criminals while illegitimate Internet domains can be distinguished from legitimate domains. Law enforcement agencies may acquire an evidential position on the top illegitimate domains, while the latter top domains of legitimate companies provide guidance for public-private partnerships (see also Section 4.3). After all, these companies are either a victim target, or their products/services are popular among criminals, and heavily misused for criminal purposes.

**3.4 Warehouse Information in Store Phase**

During the Store phase, the collected data sets are normalized, and subsequently converted into information: data that have been put in context and empowered with meaning, which gives it greater relevance and purpose [20, p.16]. In practice, this means that certain combinations of letters in data sets are recognized, labelled and stored as names of natural persons, certain number sequences as telephone numbers, and combinations of letters and numbers as bank accounts. This section first explains why a data warehouse strategy supports data scientific investigations as compared to data lakes. The section then describes the related steps of extract-transform-load (ETL). While ETL is generally a relatively straightforward process, CSAE has a distinct public interest philosophy on Store.
Traditionally, law enforcement has been using proprietary products for Store, resulting in a multitude of tools, processes and standards of doing ETL. Explainability is of utmost importance to law enforcement, yet agencies face the risk that ETL processes and other algorithms become blackboxes because of commercial confidentiality [15, p.26]. Third party tools can, for example, prioritize or withhold information about the larger criminal justice system knowing about these decisions. Criminal investigations need a flexible range of tools to process ever-changing data sets without being dependent on the services of a private monopolist or having substantial switching costs. For this reason, data schemas, ETL tools and associated processes must be regarded as core technologies, and be owned and managed by law enforcement agencies themselves. Our Store approach not only increases the legal explainability and chain of custody, but also the organizational maneuverability and technical agility, thus ultimately the independence of LEAs. After all, power depends upon who owns code [45, p.534].

Data warehouse (or data lake?)

When making the transition to data scientific investigations, law enforcement agencies have a choice to make between opting for a data warehouse or a data lake. The latter strategy implies that all data are kept irrespective of the source and its structure. Data are thus kept in their raw, and often unstructured form, and only transformed when data are need to be used. Thus, data lakes follow the steps of extract-load-transform (ELT). While data lakes are generally associated with big data and data science, investments in the highly-structured repositories of ETL-warehouses pay off when looking at the legal, organizational and technical requirements of law enforcement agencies. Because ETL-procedures include assessing and - when needed – cleaning evidence before it is stored, warehouse strategies ensure data quality such as accuracy, consistency and relevancy [38, p.47]. In other words, warehouses are better equipped to respect legal principles such as the origin and integrity of evidence (e.g., chain of custody, see also Section 4.1). Structured data are also more easy to use and understand for those who work in the Analyze phase. As depicted in Figure 6, the largest group within law enforcement agencies are generally traditional investigators and analysts who focus on the human factor of crime, but have less knowledge about numerical and technical aspects of evidence. Especially during an emergency incident - think of a disruptive APT-style attack on vital critical infrastructure - they and their digital and mathematical peers have no time to get acquainted with unstructured evidence in data lakes and subsequently transform these data sets, especially when findings need to be shared as soon as possible among partners for hit/no-hit purposes. Lastly, the unique core business of law enforcement - i.e. attribution of individual suspects - becomes easier in the Analyze and Engage phases when data from different sources are transformed into a common data structure. For example, ETL-procedures transform SMS, email and chat into ‘messages’ that can then be used as input for advanced analyses such as authorship attribution. These arguments further link data warehouses to the objective of technical harmonization between law enforcement agencies. While developing and managing warehouses are indeed more labour-intensive than data lakes, this downside is mitigated when LEAs invest in technical harmonization, more specifically share the burden of structuring data with other agencies and use a common data schema/ontology (see also Sections 2.2 and 4.3).

Extract

Firstly, data files should be extracted from hardware, i.e., data carriers. Hardware and data files come in different shapes and sizes: client databases of crime-as-a-service providers, intercepted telecommunications, mailboxes of suspects, malicious software, operating systems of command and control (C&C) servers, video material, written reports of covert observations - the list is endless. Full extraction of complete data sets is not always necessary, and is in many instances even undesirable. Partial extraction strategies are preferable because of the legal principle of data minimization (see also Section 4.1), and data engineers should only extract those parts of data sets that contain entities that have the potential to solve historic, current and future crimes. The next step is to manually or automatically extract entities from the selected data sets. Traditionally, most police systems only support manual entity extraction, and force officers to structure their essentially unstructured text documents (such as the HUMINT reports example in Section 3.3). In practice, this means that officers not only add metadata about the text document such as the origin of the source, but also link entities and extract relations within the text. Of course, many entities are nowadays found in structured data sets such as metadata - e.g., timestamps, IPs and domain names - that are generally stored in separate database tables. As such, these entities are easy recognizable by any entity extraction tool. But entities might also be incorporated in text field tables of databases. In the selected case, one might think of text messages between the conversation between malafide providers and their clients that contain names of Internet domains, locations and/or organizations. Moreover, officers may overlook entities when manually linking entities. Therefore, automated entity extraction is needed to recognize these entities in non-structured data sets.
Transform

The next step is that the extracted entities are transformed into a uniform form. For example, suspects of crime and investigators alike may write down the same telephone number in many different ways. Therefore, the extracted entities first have to be cleaned according to a certain data scheme or ontology. Telephone numbers, for example, are mapped to country codes with a fixed sequence of digits. Furthermore, duplicate records - i.e., information points - need to be removed as well as conversing time zones to calculate timestamps. Establishing relations and adding enrichments may be considered during this phase, such as providing the telecommunication provider to the extracted telephone number (indeed, this example implies that a list of telecommunication providers may well be a strategic data source). The data schemes and ontologies for law enforcement purposes are a core technology. They are one of the foundations to achieve technical harmonization and should therefore be closed-open source, or in other words, open source to a closed community of trusted partners. Why are such schemes not completely open source? Investigations ensure that data schemes and ontologies constantly expand. Related to the selected case, there is an information asymmetry between the cyber criminal and cyber security community. As a result, cyber criminals go at great length to increase the amount and quality of information about the capabilities and operations of the cyber security community, and subsequently adjust their behavior to their findings [12]. Thus, any suggested expansion of a data scheme by law enforcement might well give away what their current strategic focus and associated investigations are about.

Load

After the data set is transformed into information points, the normalized and converted evidence is loaded and stored in a number of databases. These databases may have different functionalities as the technical tools over these databases answer different questions in the Analyze phase.

Some databases promote simple, fast queries while other databases allow more advanced analyses. Databases are also shaped by various legal and organizational requirements. Legal framework generally prescribe rules about removal of evidence after a number of years or linking information points from various investigations. Organizations may also have certain demands. Law enforcement agencies generally have, for example, different authority levels to access evidence. As a result, the overlap between Store and Analyze ensures that ETL processes are executed in close collaboration with, and to the benefit of, the Analyze phase. Contrary to the Store databases and Analyze tools, ETL processes including ETL tools are core technologies, and should therefore be owned and managed by law enforcement agencies. Multiple inputs from a variety of proprietary and open-source tools are normalized, converted and stored to create multiple outputs for, again, a variety of proprietary and open-source tools. This pluggable architecture approach creates interoperability, avoids a vendor lock, and therefore promotes competition and innovation on the forensic software market. An independent warehouse that has exclusive rights and control over its own ETL tools has the ability to ingest evidence from and to any public or proprietary tool. Obsolete databases and tools are easily scrapped, while new databases and tools are just as easily adopted in the Store architecture: just a single pipeline has to be build by the ETL tools to extract, transform and load evidence to the new database and tool.

Quadrant In the Store phase

One might think that all collected evidence must be warehoused, but nothing could be further from the truth. Quadrant helps to determine what data should be extracted out of a larger data set. Statistics over case law might reveal that images, for example, are not relevant to prove crimes of e.g., malafide service providers in court. Moreover, a round table discussion with in-house warehouse experts may show that storage of visual material absorbs too many scarce resources or the absence of software to automatically recognize and subsequently extract entities such as locations, persons and text. Whether full or partial extraction is applied, the next step is to determine what entities are of interest. In the following example, we demonstrate how a triangulation design is used to confirm, cross-validate or corroborate findings. A security researcher may state during an interview that career criminals use a new payment method. A simple database query confirms the existence of this newly discovered payment method in existing databases. In this example, it is important for the Store phase that the interviewer asks the security researcher what the formatting is of the associated transaction codes. Data engineers can then extract and transform transaction codes out of the warehoused data sets so that these entities become information points.

Lastly, a literature review or small survey among experts may help to determine in what databases the transactions can be loaded. These transactions are now ready to be used in the next CSAE phase, i.e., for Analyze purposes. The transactions can also be used for Store monitoring and management purposes (i.e., business intelligence). Statistics may show, for example, the total number of all financial transactions or percentage of the new payment transactions compared to other payment methods.

with, and to the benefit of, the Analyze phase. Contrary to the Store databases and Analyze tools, ETL processes including ETL tools are core technologies, and should therefore be owned and managed by law enforcement agencies. Multiple inputs from a variety of proprietary and open-source tools are normalized, converted and stored to create multiple outputs for, again, a variety of proprietary and open-source tools. This pluggable architecture approach creates interoperability, avoids a vendor lock, and therefore promotes competition and innovation on the forensic software market. An independent warehouse that has exclusive rights and control over its own ETL tools has the ability to ingest evidence from and to any public or proprietary tool. Obsolete databases and tools are easily scrapped, while new databases and tools are just as easily adopted in the Store architecture: just a single pipeline has to be build by the ETL tools to extract, transform and load evidence to the new database and tool.
3.5 Create Intelligence in Analyze Phase

After the strategic data sources are normalized, converted and loaded into a range of analytical tools, the transformation of information to intelligence begins. All efforts in the Analyze phase rely on, again, a mixed methods approach in which analysts and investigators may provide qualitative input for AI models but always check numeric results. Moreover, the Analyze phase consists of a continuous cycle of reduction, coordination, enrichment and investigation. Warehoused information points are reduced by - amongst others - AI models to find suitable targets. After a legal, organizational and technical assessment, the target entities are enriched with new information points until a satisfactory result is achieved. After evaluating and analyzing the results, the interrelated information points and gained knowledge about these targets has become intelligence [20, p.16]. The intelligence picture will lead to new investigative leads, i.e., the collection of new data and information, that in turn have to be reduced which leads to new target entities that require enrichment.

Reduce information points to targets

With hypothetically millions of information points that relate to thousands of potential targets, analysts are unable to intellectually grasp the full picture of relations between entities. Simple keyword queries will not identify organized crime or central key players in complex networks, but rather those suspects who have few resources, including knowledge assets, to protect their crimes and their identity. Besides such issues related to the nature of identified targets, manual target selection is a labour-intensive job that requires knowledge and experience. It is, in other words, not a scalable process, especially not for law enforcement agencies with high employee turnover. What is needed are intelligent strategic, tactical and operational analyses, using a variety of sources and the previously mentioned mixed methods approach. The strategic, tactical and operational reduction models further follow the narrative account of criminal investigations setting out who did what, when, where, how and why, i.e., the 5WH of attribution [46, pp.256, 269] [47, p.308][36, pp53-54].

Strategic reduction models build on the sights of the strategic business and data understanding of Section 3.2, and are about statements about large populations on a macro level. In the selected case, these analyses focus on ‘the top tier Russian-language cyber criminal underground’ or ‘industries with high-value victims of APTs’. An example on the ‘what’ are text analyses that reveal the topics that are discussed by certain populations, like bank fraud, bulletproof hosting or money laundering. These sights not only provide input to determine thematic policy priorities, but also to subsequently develop reduction models on a tactical level. Tactical reduction models are about statements on a meso level, i.e., organizational clusters and specific niche communities. Imagine that a strategic reduction model highlights the importance of money laundering via cryptocurrencies to Russian-language groups that extort large private enterprises. A related tactical reduction model on the ‘who’ is automated role identification based on the unique argot that money launderers use during criminal conversations, and subsequent prioritization of only those money laundering schemes that specialize in cryptocurrencies. A prioritized scheme can be expressed as a cluster that consist of a number of entities like nicknames, email accounts, domain names and IP addresses. Therefore, tactical reduction models provide input to reduction analyses on a micro level. Operational reduction models are about statements on a micro level, i.e., individuals. For instance, an operational reduction model on the ‘when’ are time patterns of the individuals behind the money laundering scheme. We have experienced that reduction models become more granular when components of the 5WH are combined. For example, ‘when’, ‘where’ and ‘who’ could be linked in a reduction model that combines time stamps with travel movements and criminal roles within schemes.

Data science algorithms, including reduction algorithms, should not become blackboxes. They must be fair, and therefore - amongst others - be explainable and - when necessary - made transparent to other legal practitioners in the criminal justice system such as the judiciary. In other words, proprietary code that leads the deployment of far-reaching investigative powers and attribution will likely not serve the public interest. Statistical reduction models - like authorship analysis or native language identification - may produce probability ratios. Generally, the more variables a model incorporates, the lower the probability scores. This fact may generate perverse incentives for the private security industry. Models with few variables will produce higher scores at face value but are actually less valid. The development of these models should rather be done by in-house data scientists and/or academics. Moreover, as compared to traditional manual investigations that create random errors, algorithms may generate structurally flawed outcomes. Therefore, we stress that all actionable outcomes have to be checked manually by analysts and investigators in close collaboration with those colleagues whom developed the models.
Target high-value organized crime networks and suspects

Operational intelligence packages (or: target package) can be created proactively and reactively during the preparatory investigative phase [48]. The former consists of targets identified by LEA themselves, generally based on several of the above mentioned operational reduction models. As explained, targets can also be delivered to LEA by others, thus reactively. Academics and private security researchers may provide target lists based on their own reduction models. Foreign police agencies may formally and informally point to potential targets. Victims may file a complaint and as such provide a target as well. Whether complaints come from high value victims of targeted attacks - like key players in national critical infrastructure - or in bulk files from citizens after a ransomware campaign: the notification of witnesses and victims about crime is not only an opportunity to restore justice, but also vital for avoiding police biases and increasing the business understanding of the underground economy.

An operational intelligence package describes and explains the modus operandi of a specific target. More specifically, the target package should provide a comprehensive socio-technical overview of the nature and extent of a subject's 5W1H, and the interrelation of three components that give LEA jurisdiction to start an investigation:

- **Offenders, including their capabilities**, who are located in points of attack origin (or: source country);
- **Technical, financial and legal infrastructure**, located in points of attack linkage (or: transit country);
- **Victims** who are located in points of attack occurrence (or: destination country).

Based on this socio-technical overview of the target’s MO, the identified acts should then be legally categorized as criminal offenses. Substantive law criminalizes certain behavior and prescribes when law enforcement agencies have jurisdiction. A good target package presents reasonable grounds for suspicion that crimes are committed. The target package should also outline short-term investigative opportunities, like the location of a malicious server, and long-term investigative objectives during the Engage phase, e.g., seizure of the financial infrastructure and prosecution of the main suspects. To conclude, the preparatory investigative phase in Analyze produces timely, accurate, relevant and actionable socio-technical-legal outcomes, i.e., operational intelligence packages.

Coordinate legal, organizational and technical issues

The target package that was compiled in the preparatory phase needs an internal review. Internal checks and balances for that provide accountability, auditability and scrutiny have traditionally already been incorporated in all workflows of law enforcement agencies. Yet our business process recommends a built-in moment for review and decision-making - called Coordination - where the preparatory investigative phase ends and investigations begin. Coordination means a technical, legal and organizational assessment of the operational intelligence package. Law and technology set hard requirements with organizational effects. Simultaneously, law enforcement agencies also have their own organizational policies and mechanisms.

The overall review should include an inventory of technical, legal and organizational resources, and associated opportunities and challenges. The legal assessment includes a review of what information is needed to open a case, what the status is of each individual piece of information, where the information comes from and who the owner is (i.e., chain of custody), and what authority levels are to view and share information, and which jurisdictions are affected. Based on the long-term objectives, the required investigative powers should be reviewed. This relates closely to the technical assessment. Does the agency in charge have the resources to execute technical investigative powers like lawful intercept? What kind of data sources will presumably be collected, and how will these sources be processed in the Store phase and reviewed in the Analyze phase? The answers to these technical and legal questions contribute to the organizational assessment that decides who should execute the target package. This could be another law enforcement agency, but also an intelligence or security service, watchdog or CERT. These agencies may have regional, state, federal or international jurisdiction, be located in another country, or solely provide analyses and coordination like Europol or INTERPOL. Other options include public-private consortia that consist of academics, civil servants or private security researchers who provide unique capabilities, data or services. Thus, Coordination in the Analyze phase very much steers the tactical and operational efforts of LEA yet require a degree of agility as well. Because criminal networks are dynamic and many details are still unknown to law enforcement during the Analyze phase, investigations rarely work out as planned.
Enrich target package

After the coordinate phase, target entities are enriched with internal and external sources to create a criminal cluster on a micro level. A target package may consist of entities like domain names, cryptocurrency wallets, email addresses, monikers and IP-addresses. In this phase, we would like to discover related entities to the ones that came out of the reduction models or were provided by third parties. In the running example, an Internet domain is related to a botnet of an APT. In this case, we have just a single entity: a domain name. Based on external, open Internet sources, we can conclude that the domain name was registered with a particular email address. This email address was also used to register other, so far unknown historical domain names. These historical domain names with time stamps are then queried in the warehoused internal sources, and are linked to two Russian-speaking individuals that shared the domain name in their communications. Native language identification shows that one individual is likely a Ukrainian-speaking individual. Open source cyber threat intelligence reports of the private security industry show that the two associated user accounts are involved in email spamming and specialize in targeting large business enterprises in the Anglo-American world. What we learn from this simplified example is how enrichment relates to the 5WH - who: two individuals, what: spamming, when: based on timestamps, why: financial motives, how: botnet, and where: based on IP addresses of the domain names, location of victims and language-usage by suspects.

We further learn that important external data sources - like open and closed Internet sources - are not necessarily strategic data sources that need to be obtained in Collect and subsequently ingested in Store. External sources can also be queried during the Analyze and Engage phases, either automatically via APIs of public and/or private databases, or manually by interviewing human sources or searching open and closed Internet sources. A single email address may result in five domain names, each domain name may have multiple associated IP addresses, these IP addresses may be associated to multiple hosting providers and/or clients, and so on. Moreover, technical harmonization ensures that analytical charts can be shared with (inter)national law enforcement partners who enrich entities with their internal data sets and/or external data sets they have access to, and subsequently return their findings. Ultimately, enriching entities by using both internal and external sources means that findings may grow exponentially, and hopefully increase the number of investigative opportunities.

Quadrant in the Analyze phase: the Hyperion method

Traditional analysts are generally great qualitative researchers. Based on their knowledge and experience, they manually reduce large amounts of data with targeted database queries, and create network charts during the enrichment phase of Analyze. These network charts are visualizations of interrelated entities called clusters, and provide an overview of suspects, (mis)used technical, legal and financial infrastructure, and/or victims of organized crime. Analysts further write intelligence reports about their findings, i.e., their knowledge about the targeted cluster such as descriptions, explanations and/or predictions. How can analysts ensure that their intelligence products - i.e., the interrelated information points of, and knowledge about, the cluster - are preserved, become input for new analyses, and are proactively presented to a broader law enforcement audience? The answer to these questions is Hyperion: an analytical model developed by Dutch academics and police analysts [49]. The method prescribes that analysts, after finishing their product, add a ‘cluster entity’ to the chart. Besides a description of the cluster, the new entity holds several properties based on a limited number of options that provide answers about ‘scenes’ that consist of:

- Social-cultural qualities (who): which individuals belong to the cluster and what is their interrelation;
- Business qualities (what): what is the core business of the cluster, what crimes are committed, and/or criminal market is served; and
- Temporal/spatial qualities (when/where): what timelines and online/offline locations are associated with the cluster.

From a technical perspective, Hyperion is about annotation. The cluster itself becomes a new information point with properties and attributes - i.e., descriptive metadata - that needs to be warehoused in a (separate intelligence) database within Store. From the CSAE’s standpoint on data science methodology, Hyperion is a mixing strategy - i.e., data transformation - as it provides a taxonomic scoring system in which qualitative data (i.e., knowledge of traditional analysts about clusters) are numerically coded, while quantitative data are transformed into narrative about criminal clusters. As such, Hyperion has multiple advantages to create intelligence in the Analyze phase. Firstly, Hyperion ensures that qualitative sights are preserved to agencies irrespective of employee turnover, and are proactively made available to other analysts while duplicate efforts are avoided. When an analyst who works on a criminal cluster stumbles upon an entity that has already been linked to a previously identified cluster, the Hyperion entity will appear with the full chart and description of the latter cluster. Secondly, Hyperion allows to make statements about organized crime on multiple levels. Individual entities relate to statements on an operational level, clusters on a tactical level, and scenes on a strategic level. It may become apparent how previously distinct social-cultural and business scenes come together. In the selected case, bulletproof hostsers located in the Netherlands may collaborate with Russian-speaking autonomous groups via English-language cryptomarkets. Thirdly, Hyperion promotes the mixing strategy of typology development. The qualitative research of analysts may yield a typology on money laundering clusters. While specific variables of a typology are not necessarily part of the taxonomic scoring system, these variables are useful for automated cluster detection. Manual review of these automatically detected clusters will result in the discovery of new variables that strengthen the typology. Lastly, Hyperion allows social network analyses (SNA) to calculate the most central and/or dense cluster within the larger network. In other words, Hyperion supports target selection. After all, SNA answers the question what cluster must be targeted to have the biggest impact on the larger criminal underground.
Conduct investigative reasoning and cycle

Enrichment brings new relevant entities to light that will raise multiple investigation questions. Therefore, the enriched cluster in general and the new entities specifically are input for argumentative, probabilistic and/or scenario (also known as narrative) reasoning based on theory-driven and/or data-driven hypotheses. The former method of reasoning is to provide arguments and counterarguments that are potentially presented in court. Narrative methods consider the construction and comparison of scenarios of what may have happened, while probabilistic methods show the connections between the probability of hypothetical events and the evidence. Entities may point to new forensic leads, and as a result, investigative powers might be deployed to collect new evidence and confirm, revise or reject the hypotheses. In the running example, an IP address of a server may be discovered during the enrichment phase. Is the server malicious, and what are the counterarguments that it is not? If so, will preservation contribute to the investigation or are other, more proportional and/or less obtrusive interventions an option? Related metadata may be requested from an ISP such as financial and subscriber details of the server. Based on the results of such an information request, a natural person who paid the server may become of interest. In what scenario fit these new findings? The preserved data on the server contains details that partially match previously preserved C&C servers. What is the probability that these servers are part of the same APT? Ideally, data scientific investigations apply all three methods in an integrated manner. Scenarios explain who did what, while arguments are used to support or attack these scenarios with evidence. Arguments to and from scenarios can subsequently be placed in the context of probability. An argument can have a strength, measured by probability, which expresses a degree of uncertainty [28].

It further becomes apparent that the Analyze phase is a continuous cycle of reduction, target selection, coordination, enrichment, and investigative reasoning that also involves Collect and Store when investigative powers generate new evidence. Enrichment generally leads to the collection of new data sets. These data sets have to be stored, normalized and converted into information in Store. The new and existing information points have to be reduced again to narrow down the investigation. New hypotheses are formulated and tested, and based on these results, investigative reasoning and available resources, decisions have to be made about which entities are added or removed from the investigation. In the running example, investigations of organized crime facilitators will generally also include data about their partners and clients.

Because these individuals and their crimes could reach thousands, choices have to be made who or what to investigate. Reduction models may help to identify the most suitable targets based on e.g., the nature and extent of the crimes these clients commit, or where the clients are located. Slowly, the investigation takes shape as conclusions are established beyond a reasonable doubt. We acknowledge that in practice, investigations must take advantage of opportunities as they arise. That notion not only makes the investigative cycle highly dynamic and constantly subjected to change, but the investigation objectives as well. After all, the cycle works towards, and overlaps with, the next and last phase of Engage.

Evaluate process

Process evaluations determine if theories on CSAE and related implementation are successfully followed or need to be updated. These evaluations are needed to increase the efficiency of data scientific investigations. The distinction between theory and implementation failures is pivotal. What both failures have in common is that the results are not expected. The difference is that the latter failure relates to poor implementation practices such as a low number of collected strategic evidence sources due to a lack of trained staff. Theory failures occur when processes are correctly implemented, yet expected results are not found because the theory behind the processes and intelligent models are incorrect. Applied methods and techniques may not be valid or reliable, and therefore produce measurement errors. As previously described, traditional investigative methods and techniques are predominantly of a qualitative nature. In such a case, investigators and analysts themselves are the instrument, and therefore errors are generally random and therefore largely unavoidable such as individual mistakes, failures and accidents that have an effect on expected outcomes. But with the shift to data scientific investigations that use algorithms, systematic errors may occur. Because these errors are consistent and repeatable, process evaluations are vital in data scientific investigations and must apply to the full business process: the input of Collect, the activities of Store and Analyze, and the output of Engage.
3.6 Execute Lawful Interventions in Engage Phase

When the investigation cycle of the Analyze phase is conducted to a sufficient level, operations work towards the execution of their objectives. Traditionally, investigations are deployed for attribution only - namely: who did what for prosecution purposes - and has few possible outcomes that go beyond punitive sentencing. Because points of attack origin, linkage and occurrence may not be in the same jurisdiction, or even be located in safe havens, bringing suspects to justice can take several years, and is in some instances even impossible. Therefore, LEA must formulate additional outcomes and related outputs that go beyond attribution. Indeed, attribution for prosecution purposes is inextricably linked to repression of crime. Opposite to repression is prevention of crime. However, prevention and repression of crime do not form a dichotomy, but are rather two ends of the same continuum. CSAE formulates four outcomes and related outputs that go from prevention to repression of organized crime. The central idea behind this model is that law enforcement agencies should affect the intangible and tangible assets of criminals by deploying their monopoly on offensive investigative powers, exploiting their unique data position and serving a wide audience of stakeholders, including citizens.

**Damage mitigation**

The first and most preventive outcome is damage mitigation. Police investigations may generate data about organized crimes that are still in the preparation and pre-activity phase. Moreover, data may also be available about ongoing crimes in the activity or post-activity phase that are about to target other industries or jurisdictions in the imminent future. In both situations, there is a need for key players in the safety and security community to be aware about these threats. Mitigation is focused on helping these stakeholders to increase their security against threats (including misuse of their services/products) before they turn into successful attacks. As such, harm will be limited or even prevented. In other words, damage mitigation aims at generating actionable threat intelligence for a range of public and private actors, and as a consequence, reduce the effectiveness and conversion rate of future attacks on potential victims. Related outputs and audiences include warnings in media outlets for the general public, threat analyses for private industries, and actionable sight for potentially vulnerable individuals, groups and organizations about upcoming attacks.

**Victim assistance**

The next objective is a key task of many law enforcement agencies: give help to those who are in need of help, i.e. victim assistance. This particular outcome does not focus on potential victims and threats, but actual victims and past and ongoing attacks. In such a situation, victims are detected, identified and subsequently notified about their victimization and MOs. Help is being offered to stop the attacks and/or further damage to citizens, but also property such as systems, software and personal- and company data. In the selected case, LEA may discover victim information in the system of a preserved C&C server. These victims might not be aware that they are victimized, and notifying them via CERTs may help to limit further damage. In turn, victims may file a complaint and/or provide additional data about the attacks. (Stolen) company and personal data on such servers are not only assets to their lawful owners, but also to criminals. The two victim-based approaches - damage mitigation and victim assistance - mostly affect criminal assets related to crime (as compared to the criminal). The role of the police in this approach is to support the safety and security of the general public, public institutions and the corporate sector.

**Quadrant In the Engage phase**

Quadrant helps to determine what effective interventions are against organized crime. Members of the private (security) community may indicate in online surveys what they need from law enforcement to successfully mitigate threats, and/or increase the costs of committing and protecting crime. In the selected case, calculations of revenues and operating costs, using financial transactions from a seized database of a bulletproof hoster, may reveal that margins are very small, and that an increase in transaction or operating costs maybe a viable pressure point to disrupt revenue and demand [50]. Interrogations of cooperating suspects may contain questions about how to identify and exploit so far unidentified financial weaknesses in MOs. The joint review of above mentioned results to create new or consolidated variables and data sets is called data consolidation/merging. The consolidated variables and data sets of this mixing strategy are then usable for purposes of further research on, for example, the financial aspects of restrictive deterrence (i.e., limiting the frequency, magnitude or seriousness of offenses).
**Disruption of criminal business processes**

Research shows that investigative powers are always disruptive to MOs, even when not put into action because even the mere threat of investigations affect the criminal business process [12]. So, after the previous two victim-based approaches comes the first offender-based approach of disruption. In other words, hindering the processes of committing crime and protecting crime and the criminal. Outputs and interventions should go beyond existing interventions that aim at skimming profits of the commission of crime such as seizing financial assets like hard cash or cryptocurrencies. Disruption may not only consist of increasing the commission costs [51], but also the total costs related to protection such as taking down vital criminal servers or adding false positives into the criminal process. In such cases, professional criminals will either spend more on security or under protect assets. Other disruptive interventions may focus on bringing either collective underground economies or individual MOs to a suboptimal level by respectively promoting market failures via increase of information asymmetries [52], or disturbing the balance between commission and protection via e.g., targeted messages to individual suspects to act in a particular way or omit certain behavior.

**Attribution**

The last and most repressive goal of investigations is attribution for prosecution purposes and alternative sanctions. An important remark is that prevention of potential offenders as a primary goal of investigations has no place on the continuum. Investigations differ from supervision of compliance, and exclusively deal with suspects and violations of substantive law as compared to behavior of high-risk but still law-abiding groups. Indeed, repressive punishments may hold general and specific deterrent effects. They send respectively an important message to the general public, and help to avoid reoffending by the suspect and further damage inflicted to victims. Nevertheless, alternative sentences - e.g., community services, financial transactions, fines, official warnings and probation - for low-threat offenders such as young offenders hold punitive effects, and are therefore primarily forms of repressive punishments. Yet these sanctions are less far-reaching than incapacitation, with more emphasis on other goals of punishments such as deterrence, rehabilitation, restitution and restorative justice.

These last two offender-based approaches harm assets related to the criminal and his crimes. The latter is directed at the physical subject of the criminal in case of an arrest, while disruption damages criminal tangibles (i.e., seized cash money) and intangible assets (i.e., lowering of the status and/or reputation of a member in the criminal community).

**Evaluate impact**

Ultimately, CSAE is about increasing the effectiveness of investigations. Periodic and objective impact evaluations are necessary to measure the immediate effects of specific Engage interventions against the threats as described in the roadmap of Section 3.2.

Impact evaluations - as compared to the process evaluations of Section 3.5 - are about the causal relationship between the intervention and the outcome of interest (i.e., causality). Indeed, impact evaluations are in close relation with the process evaluations as described in Section 3.5: when implementation of CSAE is (in part) a failure, it is difficult to find out about the effects of data scientific investigations. The outcomes of impact evaluations support evidence-based policy, and provide input to improve the quality and effectiveness of the CSAE roadmap.

Impact evaluations also help to understand which interventions are most cost-effective in a given situation, and how to allocate scarce resources more efficiently. Research questions related to the selected case include: does the arrest of few members of a specific criminal organization stop their cyber attacks on financial institutions? Are these members replaced by others, and/or does the group resume their activities in time? Similarly, does automated IoC sharing increase the security of stakeholders, and what feedback do these public and private partners give to LEA? These specific cause-and-effect questions draw on - amongst others - mixed-method approaches which, again, underlines the importance for law enforcement agencies to become familiar with Quadrant.

A last remark is that impact evaluations fit within the public interest philosophy of CSAE as these evaluations are a means to demonstrate results of data scientific investigations and to be more accountable as law enforcement agencies to core constituencies of liberal democracies.
The snowball effect of a multi-stakeholder approach with multiple outcomes

In practice, these multiple outcomes do not only stand on their own, but are also communicating vessels. During an investigation of a profit-driven advanced persistent threat that was similar to the selected case, law enforcement officers and private security researchers wrote a joined threat analysis for financial institutes about the observed attack based on preserved C&C servers. The report contained many IoCs and was distributed by the Dutch GovCERT to other national GovCERTs that subsequently sent the report to the associated members of their national financial Information Sharing and Analysis Centres (FI-ISACs). This allowed banks to take necessary countermeasures against the threat. Based on the enclosed IoCs and TTP, some financial institutes discovered that they were not potential but actual victims, and requested the assistance of the private security company that wrote the report. Other actual victims were discovered through analysis of the incoming bots of preserved C&C servers, and were notified by their national CERT. Identifying the victims and helping to remove the infections before financial harm was done does not only assist victims but is also disruptive: the organized crime group made upfront investment costs to infect and monitor the machines, but did not yield any profits yet. A suspect was in sight during the execution of these interventions, yet this did not harm the attribution process. This observation might be a pattern: many organized criminals do not necessarily stop their criminal activities after LEA interventions. During another operation against ransomware, the Dutch police and a private security company offered decryption keys from preserved C&C servers to victims for free. Yet the suspects continued their activities even after they keys were published. They were forced to alter their MO to a suboptimal level in which new mistakes, failures and vulnerabilities occurred that provided further evidence against them.

4 CSAE as a Model for Public Policy

For most law enforcement agencies, the transition to data scientific investigations is nothing less than a paradigm shift, and requires major organizational, technical and legal reforms that can only be achieved with the support of long term policy agendas. Because research shows that non-technical factors are the biggest obstacle to technical innovation projects within law enforcement agencies [53], this section describes how legal/administrative-political, organizational/human relations and international relations/public-private partnerships policy agendas may foster data scientific operations. CSAE may also reform policy-making itself: besides serving traditional top-down policy-making formulated by the executive branch, our framework allows bottom-up, data-driven policy-making, and helps agencies to give meaning to abstract legal terms like ‘privacy’ and policy rhetoric such as ‘public-private partnerships’. Besides creating the right conditions, policy agendas must also ensure that data scientific operations align with, and when possible, strengthen the foundations of liberal democracies such as inclusiveness, privacy and sovereignty.

4.1 Legal and Administrative-Political Agendas

We experienced how the lack of a common comprehensive approach for data scientific investigations does not improve the quality of internal and public legal debates. Too often, professionals struggle to formulate the corresponding legal questions on a sufficiently detailed level, and may therefore end up with incorrect answers to their concerns. We therefore explain why data science methodologies is grounded in existing and new legal principles. We further show how CSAE fine-tunes the ongoing debate about the hard to capture legal meaning of the term privacy, and how data science may become a means to promote privacy in criminal investigations.

Existing and new legal principles for data scientific investigations

Whether data scientific investigations should be subjected to new legal principles is a matter of academic, legislative and public debate. Yet we noticed the following line of reasoning during internal legal discussions about the design and usage of data science methodologies in criminal investigations. Firstly, data science methodologies must align with the fundamental human rights that are cornerstones of liberal democracies.
In other words, research designs - selecting data, developing and executing methods and techniques, interpreting outcomes - must follow the lines of e.g., checks, balances and fairness, and avoid abuse of power, arbitrary decisions and discrimination. Secondly, data science methodologies should be placed in existing empirical and normative frameworks for evidential reasoning. The empirical framework refers to principles of ‘good’ research such as validity, reliability and credibility. The normative framework refers to transferring empirical findings to a legal environment. These frameworks go hand in hand. After all, the normative methods of arguments and scenarios are associated with empirical qualitative research and non-probabilistic evidence, while probabilities are associated with empirical quantitative research and probabilistic evidence [54]. Similar to traditional statistics, intelligent forensics that use, for example, machine learning are means of probabilistic reasoning about uncertainty of investigative conclusions. This means that the principles of probabilistic evidence apply as well, such as likelihood ratios and avoidance of false causality, prosecutor’s fallacy or survivorship bias.

At the same time, intelligent forensics are a game-changer that may require reconsidering current accountability and legal scrutiny mechanisms. For example, algorithms may produce systematic errors, i.e., inaccurate results. To avoid such errors, legal scholars recommend to avoid automatic unsupervised decision-making, and introduction of the new legal principle of human-in-command [55]. The latter principle prescribes that all data science models require human interaction such as manual checks of results. Accuracy of evidence relates to the principle of integrity and its associated attribute of accountability. Current ‘traditional’ accountability mechanisms within law enforcement focus predominantly on the integrity of staff, digital forensic software and data, but less on advanced statistical and mathematical methods and techniques. So besides explainability and transparency, legal scholars have also pled for algorithmic accountability as part of legal legal scrutiny [39, 56, 57]. At the same time, data science can also create opportunities to increase accountability by revealing previously unseen patterns of how suspects, victims and witnesses are treated and decisions are made [15, p.28].

Collect and privacy: data minimization

Collect is de jure and de facto targeted, and about quality of evidence rather than quantity. Law enforcement agencies are not only regulated by laws like penal and procedural codes during the collection of evidence, but also by the labour-intensive process of criminal investigations that requires considerable administrative, physical and technical resources. Investigators must prove the criminal nature of strategic data sources and obey the legal procedures around targeted scraping, lawful intercept and preservation. Still, strategic data sources are in today’s Information Age rather large. The legal principle of data minimization is relevant to promote privacy in the Collect phase as this principle prescribes that investigative powers should collect as few data as possible. Indeed, the current academic debate focuses whether data minimization in the Collect phase is still possible [39], especially because organized criminals themselves apply data maximization. After all, they outsource parts of commission and protection to relatively few centralized, malafide providers who have automated business processes, large historical client databases and keep law-abiding outsiders at a distance [12].

Store and privacy: data retention and protection

Whatever legal means for collection are used, once possessed by law enforcement, data will have a status according to the relevant data protection acts. Legal issues in Store evolve around requirements like data retention and protection that are generally set forward in data protection acts, civil law and industry standards. These laws and regulations may mention technical computer security requirements such as access control to prevent unauthorized access to data and associated legal terminology such as due diligence and due care. Again, the principle of data minimization is relevant as this principle prescribes that data related to certain data subjects must be deleted after a certain period of time (i.e., data retention). A topic for discussion is, for example, how data science can help to select entities that should remain to be stored for an extended period, or deselect entities related to e.g., victims and witnesses that should be deleted because of data retention laws.

Analyze and privacy: purpose limitation

Where Store meets Analyze, the issue of legal access - i.e., authorization - to evidence by law enforcement officers and third parties via rule- and role-based access control is of importance to achieve privacy. Associated safeguards are generally found in data protection acts, but procedural laws may also play a role, for instance, when evidence is transferred from one investigation to another. Moreover, the principle of purpose limitation is relevant to privacy in the Analyze as the goal of processing evidence for analyses purposes generally has to be similar as the initial purpose of collection. Data science models on unobtrusive camera observations may help to record only suspicious activities or blur individuals who are not related to the crime under investigation so that these events or persons cannot be analyzed for different purposes in time.
Engage and privacy: disclosure

Penal codes and procedural laws are relevant when writing police reports. After all, law enforcement actions must have a legal base, and indeed, requires paperwork. This includes proving intent of crimes of suspects based on penal codes, and the deployment of interventions as set in procedural laws. Privacy in Engage relates to the legal principle of disclosure of evidence to others, either being data subjects (e.g., suspects, witnesses, actual and potential victims), public law enforcement agencies (including CERTs), and third parties (e.g., public and private security researchers). Although associated legal requirements on disclosure – e.g., chain of custody – are generally set forward in data protection acts, certain rights of data subjects are codified in procedural laws when it concerns ongoing investigations. Secure multi-party computation (also known as privacy-preserving computation) is important to disclose evidence as, for example, an IoC feed to national critical infrastructure (NCI). Data science may refine the jointly computed functions over inputs from investigations (e.g., all evidential data sets that contain IoCs) and NCI (e.g., only few specific IoCs related to a certain threat) while keeping those inputs private.

4.2 Organizational and Human Relations Agendas

The shift to data science has been nothing less than a management revolution in the private sector [58], and law enforcement will be no exception when it comes to decision-making for business intelligence purposes or operations against organized crime. Leadership can measure, and therefore manage, what and how much is collected, stored, analyzed and engaged, and why. They can further make data-informed decisions based on both empirical findings and intuition, and execute more effective interventions. Yet the transition from traditional and digital to data scientific investigations will require hands-on - and in some cases hands-off - leadership to steer organizations and staff.

Organizations

We frequently experienced how even managers and officers of the same agency end up with many misunderstandings because of the absence of a common business process for investigations. CSAE provides a single common language for law enforcement officers within the same agency, but also between agencies (of other countries), and will therefore foster collaboration between them. We distinguish two governance models within CSAE. Firstly, there is the management of those who work with CSAE (run the business’), and the second is the management of those who work on CSAE (change the business).

Working with CSAE means managing a process, and allows operational lower level (i.e., first-line) management to draw workflows within each phase on a more detailed level. The deliverables of each phase should be the start of the workflow of the next phase. As such, the full workflow allows to assess how work - i.e., the transformation of evidence as depicted in Figure 3 - flows through the CSAE business process, moving from person to person and from task to task, as part of a broader look at how to improve operations. CSAE allows middle management to formulate key performance indicators, and steer on quantitative and qualitative accountability in each phase. What and how many data sets were collected? Engage and why? What and how many information points were warehoused in Store, and why? What and how many analytical models were developed and subsequent targets generated during Analyze, and why? What and how many interventions were executed during Engage, and why? Lastly, strategic top (i.e., upper) management may use CSAE to identity opportunities for harmonization between LEAs and/or cross-functional collaboration, and receive input for data-driven decision-making. Such a strategic task force may not only consist of the heads of e.g., investigation divisions (for Engage and organizational issues), but also less obvious, but nowadays equally important heads of IT (for Store and technical matters) and legal counsel (for regulatory issues).

Because organized crime constantly evolves, any governance model for working with CSAE should be able to identify and address the innovations that the process needs. Therefore, working on CSAE is also necessary as new data science models and tools have to be developed for Collect, Store, Analyze and Engage. Working on CSAE requires the management of projects, and related governance models should be able to - amongst others - prioritize projects, assess their legal, technical and organizational requirements, allocate resources, manage and execute the projects, and ultimately deliver products that are incorporated in the workflow of those who work with CSAE.

Lastly, we noticed that working with and on CSAE requires different forms of governance that compete with the current traditional, top-down hierarchical structures of law enforcement agencies. In other words, CSAE is not merely about technical innovation, but goes hand in hand with social innovation. The characteristics of today’s crime and related responses, including data scientific investigations, means that day-to-day strategic and operational decision-making becomes increasingly complex. Collective leadership promotes the input of different views, shared decision-making and group accountability, creativity and involvement.
While all team members should identify innovative needs, committees that consist of individuals who ‘want’ to contribute and have hands-on experience and various backgrounds may, for example, prioritize projects based on a set of pre-defined criteria. When projects deliver products/services that are integrated into a workflow, an individual needs to be responsible and accountable for management and support. In other words, ownership is important as well.

**People**

Attribution is indeed a team sport that requires more skills and resources than any single mind can offer [9, p.7]. What kind of team is required to work with skills and resources than any single mind can offer attribution is not only science but also an art, and relying on intuition for decision-making. After all, limits. Such managers may allow themselves to be overruled by the data [58, p.8], but keep relying on intuition for decision-making. After all, attribution is not only science but also an art, and will always require the intuition of experienced managers and operators [9, p.7].

Lastly, we stress the need for cognitive diversity and social inclusion to avoid biases in e.g., choosing data sets, applying methods and techniques and interpreting research outcomes, and to promote better decision-making via collective leadership. This is indeed an example that social innovations are inextricably linked to technical innovations, and as a result, leads to more efficient and effective investigations. Data scientific investigations do not only require diversity in critical thinking by those with social and behavioral expertise whom collect evidence via interactions with suspects such as interrogations, eavesdropping or observations, and/or subsequently qualitatively analyze - i.e., explain and interpret - evidence.

**Figure 6: Store needs relatively few developers and data engineers, Analyze is conducted by an ascending number of data scientists, data analysts and strategic, tactical and operational analysts, while Collect and Engage are executed by a large pool of digital and traditional investigators, including financial investigators, HUMINT operators and OSINT specialists. The overlaps in Figures 2 and Appendix A show that data scientific investigations occur in respectively the professionals’ cross-discipline and cross-phase collaboration.**
On the contrary, diversity is also needed within the group of professionals with technical and numerical backgrounds. After all, digital investigators and data engineers make decisions what evidence sets are extracted related to an ever-changing range of suspects and crimes, while developers, data scientists and data analysts consciously and unconsciously put their views and values into software code and analytical models that target human beings and their behavior. Besides investing in ethics for data scientific investigations [61], we believe that there is no better way to achieve diversity in critical thinking when law enforcement agencies ensure that they are socially inclusive organizations with people of all abilities, ages, ethnicities, gender, sexual orientations and walks of life.

4.3 International Relations and Public-Private Partnerships

Harmonization is achieved via collaboration with external partners, i.e., international relations and public-private partnerships. CSAE helps LEA to identify what they need in a particular phase, and subsequently determine who can help out. Thus any collaboration - whether on an international/national and private/public level - should serve and improve the business process of data scientific investigations.

International Relations

CSAE helps to structure international relations. In practice, we experienced how our agencies, collaborated with an ascending order of intensity and descending number of potential international partners on either i) solely Collect/Engage, ii) Analyze and Collect/Engage, or iii) all CSAE phases (again, Collect and Engage are merged because of legal and organizational reasons: both phases rely on the same procedural laws that are executed by generally the same kind of operators). Most agencies currently work with international partners solely on Collect/Engage. With all its consequences, they basically receive input and share output with their partners via organizational harmonization, more specifically operational alignment and, in few instances, via organizational integration. Yet we noticed that the step towards technical harmonization - i.e., working on Collect, Store, Analyze and Engage - is a major one. Besides additional resources, the number of potential international partners is limited. Some agencies do not have the resources to develop software and data science models, or to frequently travel and participate in international sprints. The pool of potential partners is also limited because of geopolitics and fundamental human rights.

Operational sprints and Organized Crime Field Labs to learn CSAE and achieve technical harmonization

We noticed that a major challenge is not so much to explain the theory of CSAE, but to implement and scale the framework to a large user base. One of the organizational tools to gain hands-on experience are sprints on each of the four phases on a national and international level. During these sprints, colleagues from various law enforcement departments and backgrounds solve a specific problem in a time slot. Sprints may focus on working with CSAE - think of generating targets packages on a specific crime - as well as working on CSAE such as developing a new data science model or analytical tool. In our experience, positive side-effects are that agencies can draw upon each other resources, while individual participants are able to network and learn about other specializations. A structural and more systematic approach to learn CSAE and achieve technical harmonization in practice are Organized Crime Field Labs. These specially designed environments include a structured but flexible problem-solving space, an inclusive facilitative process and a custom-made accountability structure that support collaborative design processes [62]. We expect that such environments for experimenting with, learning about and innovating in collaborative governance are very suitable to learn CSAE while working towards shared objectives and taking actions against real organized crime problems.

After all, software code and ontologies show what data sources law enforcement agencies have in their possession, what investigative breakthroughs are realized and what innovations they are working on. Moreover, data science must not only respect standards of existing laws, but also support the underlying values of liberal secular democracies that are governed by the rule of law. We therefore stress that international partnerships are not necessarily about the development of technical harmonization and/or data scientific investigations. In many instances, collaboration on Collect/Engage and Analyze may be beneficial as well, especially as this may work as a stepping-stone towards technical harmonization and data scientific investigations. When agencies miss a numerical investigative approach, they frequently have the resources to interpret statistical outcomes and manually enrich entities because of their unique cultural knowledge about a specific underground economy.

Public-Private and Public-Public Partnerships

As explained in Section 1, the intelligent software that is developed by public and private consortia is generally not adopted by law enforcement agencies. We believe that CSAE might not only professionalize the development and adoption of such free forensic tools, but also the collaboration with private and public partners in general as we noticed how current partnerships suffer from the absence of a common business process, methodology and public interest philosophy.
In practice, this means that PPPs should solely serve the public interest in general, and the needs of the CSAE business process specifically. In the running example, public and private partners may find each other in the goal of protecting the integrity of the global financial system against profit-driven APTs. The next question is subsequently how partnerships can contribute to either Collect, Store, Analyze and/or Engage. After all, each phase has its own specific legal, organizational and technical challenges that agencies cannot solve alone.

In Collect, we need to know what APTs the private and public sector determine as a threat, and what they have identified as associated strategic data sources. Public and private organizations might have unique data sets such as malware feeds that will help agencies to achieve their Engage objectives. In Store, partnerships may help agencies to build conversions, ontologies and pipelines to normalize ingested data sets. Associated warehouse tools may also include data science models to filter noise related to, for example non-suspects, victims and witnesses. In Analyze, potential victims - e.g., financial institutions - may help to build reduction models that serve damage mitigation and victim assistance. Partners could also directly provide target packages on APT groups, while application programming interfaces (APIs) of open and closed data bases from the private security industry will help LEAs to enrich target entities. Lastly, public and private partners can help LEAs in the Engage phase. These actions may range from writing and/or distributing cyber threat intelligence reports about APTs and identification of actual victims to takedowns of infrastructure and attribution of suspects.
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Roadmap based on strategic business & data understanding
This appendix describes how CSAE is built on the Intelligence Cycle and Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM): two business processes that are a well-accepted within respectively the law enforcement community and corporate sector. Because the previously mentioned 4V-problem has been ever-present in cyber security community [14, pp.224-225], six taxonomies, shared standards and ontologies within cyber threat intelligence are reviewed that operate on a lower layer of abstraction than the CRISP-DM and Intelligence Cycle business processes. Notwithstanding that none of the reviewed models forms a complete description of a business process for data scientific investigations (see Table 3), that is not to say that the CSAE model cannot learn from these frameworks. On the contrary, our model learns from, and incorporates parts of, these state-of-art industry standards, while simplifying the business process for data scientific investigations into four clear phases.

**Intelligence Cycle: Collect, Store and Analyze**

The closed feedback loop of the Intelligence Cycle (also known as the Intelligence Process) consists of six steps, i.e., i) planning and direction, ii) collection, iii) processing and exploitation, iv) analysis and production, and v) dissemination and integration, while a sixth component - feedback and evaluation - is applicable in all phases [19, pp.1-6]. The end-product of the cycle are assessments and reports with inherent uncertainties and levels of confidence, summarizing the analyzed information for decision makers in military and intelligence agencies.

While the steps of the Intelligence Cycle are incorporated into the CSAE business process, our model also differs from the Cycle on several points. CSAE is specifically tailored to the needs of law enforcement with its own distinctive objectives, legal principles and organizational structures (as compared to military and intelligence agencies). This means, amongst others, that CSAE does not stop at the Analyze phase that equals steps iv and v of the Intelligence Cycle. While intelligence products are indeed important for decision-making in law enforcement, most notably in intelligence-led policing [21], such products must also link in a smooth manner to an additional step in law enforcement - i.e., the operational objectives of the Engage phase - where officers write factual police reports that are the basis of lawful actions against crime and hold statements about reality beyond a reasonable doubt. To stimulate that smooth transition between phases and the collaboration between departments of law enforcement agencies, all CSAE phases overlap with the next phase. Those in charge of Collect have a shared responsibility with the Store department that raw data become information, just like those in charge of Store have to agree with the intelligence (i.e., analysis) department that the tools in which information is loaded are suitable for reduction and enrichment purposes. Lastly, the Intelligence Cycle does not take today’s 4Vs as a starting point, and therefore its process is not tailored to, nor explains, the usage of data science methods and techniques for strategic and operational purposes. We therefore review the well-established data science standard of CRISP-DM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collect</th>
<th>Store</th>
<th>Analyze</th>
<th>Engage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence Cycle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRISP-DM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kill Chain; Diamond: ATT&amp;CK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIX / TAXII</td>
<td></td>
<td>MISP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The reviewed data mining and (cyber threat) intelligence frameworks provide helpful lessons for the CSAE phases of Collect, Store, Analyze and Engage.
CRISP-DM: Collect and Store

CRISP-DM is a methodology and process model to guide data science efforts and consists of six phases: i) business understanding, ii) data understanding, iii) data preparation, iv) modeling, v) evaluation and vi) deployment [37, 63]. CSAE learns from all of these steps in the following manner. While both the Intelligence Cycle and CRISP-DM stress the need for continuous feedback and evaluation, CSAE distinguishes process evaluation from impact evaluation as both types of evaluation are necessary to improve the business process as well as the impact on crime. The fourth and sixth step - i.e., modeling and deployment - are relevant to respectively Analyze and Engage of CSAE. Descriptions of these CRISP-DM phases are rather limited (which actually points towards the need for a clear vision on data science methodology and developing analytical models). Therefore, CSAE has primarily adopted CRISP-DM components that relate to Collect and Store, more specifically business and data understanding, and data preparation. The strength of CRISP-DM - i.e., its independence of both the industry sector and the technology used - is also its limitation when it comes to its usability for law enforcement purposes. One of the alterations to make CRISP-DM components more suitable for law enforcement purposes is that CSAE distinguishes strategic from operational business and data understanding. The former refers to a sound and deep comprehension of a particular organized crime theme on a macro level, including how crime phenomena are manifested in associated data sets, and associated strategic law enforcement objectives. Operational business and data understanding is similar to the description of CRISP-DM, and linked to the Collect phase of CSAE. This kind of understanding refers to grasping crime dynamics on a meso and micro level, i.e., crime characteristics on respectively a community and individual level. The necessary addition of strategic business and data understanding is needed because the crime business differs from e-commerce that CRISP-DM initially focused on. In other words, criminals are for a number of reasons not your regular e-customers that visit a webshop (i.e., traffic). Responses to organized crime differ as well, and have little to do with search engine optimization and bounce/conversion rates. We therefore review several Analyze models for (cyber) crime in the next paragraph. These models are developed by the private sector, yet public policy priorities are highly dynamic and change on a regular basis, and different guiding principles and appraisal criteria are at play as compared to the private sector (see e.g., [64]). Accuracy is for the public sector, for example, more important than efficiency. Because LEA have offensive capabilities - i.e., investigative powers to breach the security of suspects to collect evidence - the Collect and Engage phases will differ from defenders in the safety and security community. Moreover, the responsibilities that come with these powers - i.e., effectively fighting organized crime, while protecting fundamental human rights - point towards higher, broader and more complex public interests that law enforcement have to serve in each phase as compared to private interests. Therefore, examples that underline the public interest philosophy of CSAE are given throughout this paper.

Kill Chain, Diamond and ATT&CK: Analyze

There are several taxonomies that describe and structure cyber criminal MOs. Kill Chain describes the various phases of advanced cyber attacks and provides a taxonomy to analyze and confront these threats [65]. The Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis integrates and complements the phased approach of Kill Chain by broadening the technical and socio-political perspective and complex relationships between adversaries and their capabilities, technical attack infrastructure and victims [66]. ATT&CK is a knowledge base of adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) based on real-world observations by private and public security researchers [67], and can be seen as a more in-depth and more actionable iteration of the Kill Chain. CSAE's data science methodology learns from the quantitative research principles of these models - i.e., validity and reliability - while providing accuracy, effectiveness and efficiency. Yet the associated analytical models are developed for defensive countermeasures against cyber attacks, while CSAE promotes to look at the broader underground economy, including various providers of crime-as-a-service and their clients, during their investigations. This means that investigators must not only interested in different actors, but also different phases of a variety of MOs. For example, Kill Chain and Diamond do not mention the preparations, pre-activities and post-activities and related services to commit crime, nor is there a focus on the protection of crime and the criminal. Police investigators are, for example, interested to know which malafide hoster or money launderer are used by professional criminals. Therefore, not only the used technical infrastructure and social relations of adversaries have to be mapped, but also, when relevant, the financial and legal infrastructure. In other words, analysis models for law enforcement purposes should produce entity relations of complete MOs. This includes entities related to all commission and protection practices of suspects, their technical, financial and legal infrastructure, and their victims, from preparation and pre-activity phase to the activity and post-activity phase.
Lastly, the value of these analytical frameworks is their alignment to standardized Store data ontologies as the next paragraph shows. Because of the related challenge to model knowledge of law enforcement officers, related degree of trust and uncertainty about their findings and subsequently express it in an ontology [35, p.98], we share such a method - called Hyperion - in Section 3.5.

**STIX/TAXII and MISP: Store and Engage**

The Standardizing Cyber Threat Intelligence Information with the (STIX) is a standardized language to represent structured information about cyber threats. It has been developed so it can be shared, stored, and otherwise used in a consistent manner that facilitates automation and human assisted analysis [68]. Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information (TAXII) is a collection of services and message exchanges to enable the sharing of information about cyber threats across product, service and organizational boundaries. It is a trans- port vehicle for STIX structured threat information and key enableer to widespread exchange [69]. The strength of STIX/TAXII is that it promotes standardized, structured data representations which, using the previously described Kill Chain model (in CSAE terms: aligning Store to the Analyze phase). Having the capability to integrate with TAXII, the Malware Information Sharing Platform (MISP) subsequently provides the design and implementation of a collaborative threat intelligence sharing platform [70]. Sharing intelligence to others is regarded as Engage because it creates an output that allows potential victims to increase their security against future attacks. The connection between STIX/TAXII, Kill Chain and MISP show, on a higher level of abstraction, that confronting crime is a process, and associated phases should not be separate, isolated silos in law enforcement agencies, but need to connect to one another, and ideally have overlap. Therefore, CSAE model promotes a business process that flows horizontally through vertically organized agencies. The overlap, as depicted in Figures 5 and Appendix A, ensures that departments within law enforcement agencies have a shared responsibility where the output of one phase becomes the input of the next phase, thus from Collect to Store, from Store to Analyze, from Analyze to Engage, and from Engage back to Collect as CSAE is a circular process model. Lastly, CSAE appreciates STIX’ standpoint not to lose human judgement and control, and the assurance that information is not only machine-parsable but also human-readable [68, pp.6, 12]. We therefore review another framework - Q Model - that addresses the human factor of crime and investigations.

**Q Model: Analyze and Engage**

A limitation of the previously mentioned Store and Analyze models is the predominantly technical perspective and audience, and limited focus on the core business of investigations: attribution. The Q Model explains, guides and improves the art and science of attribution of cyber attacks on a strategic, tactical and operational tactical level in the Analyze and Engage phase [9]. More specifically, Q Model is build around applying qualitative methods and techniques to answer six fundamental questions to investigations - who, what, when, where, why and how, also known as 5W1H - and stresses the importance of policy themes like public relations and communications. CSAE adopts this approach in its Analyze and Engage phases. For example, CSAE makes 5W1H a central element of the Analyze phase, and aligns analytical models that are based on 5W1H with the core objective of law enforcement agencies in the Engage phase: attribution of who did what for prosecution purposes. The qualitative methodology of Q Model is further integrated in CSAE’s data science methodology. While many new innovations may lie in (advanced) statistical tools, the Q model stresses that investigations are ultimately conducted by human beings. CSAE combines the qualitative research designs, with traditional and advanced quantitative methods an techniques. This combination is CSAE’s mixed-methods data science approach that aims at producing credible, valid and reliable statements about reality that go beyond reasonable doubt [71, p.350][43, pp.233-234]. Mixed-methods have the potential to respect legal principles: algorithms that may affect suspects, witnesses and victims should not be blackboxes to legal practitioners, nor should (semi-)automated decision-making be possible without human checks and balances. Statistical outputs should be examined by human beings, and/or backed by evidence that is retrieved from qualitative methods and techniques such as interrogations, interviews, observations and/or small surveys.
Nomenclature

4V Variety, velocity, veracity and volume
5W1H Who, what, when, where, why and how
ADM Automated or autonomous decision-making
AI Artificial intelligence
API Application programming interface
APT Advanced persistent threat
BI Business intelligence
CC Command and control
CERT Computer emergency response team
CIA Confidentiality, integrity and availability
CRISP-DM Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining
CRM Customer relationship management
CSAM Child sexual abuse material
CWAE Collection Warehouse Analysis Engagement
ELT Extract-load-transform
ETL Extract-transform-load
FI-ISAC Financial Information Sharing and Analysis Centre
HR Human relations
HUMINT Human intelligence
IoC Indicator of compromise
IR International relations
ISP Internet service provider
IT Information technologies
LEA Law enforcement agency
MISP Malware Information Sharing Platform
ML Machine learning
MO Modus operandi
NCI National critical infrastructure
NGO Non-governmental organization
NIST National Institute of Science and Technology
NLP Natural language processing
PCI DSS Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
PPP Public-private partnerships
SNA Social network analyses
STIX Structured Threat Information eXpression
TAXII Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information
TTP Tactics, techniques and procedures
US United States of America
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